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CHAPTER I
THE SIGFHIFICAirCE OP THE STUDY AM)
Dffl^IHITIOHS OP TERMS USED
Tbousands have eollapaed mder the strains imposed by
our beetle age* All too many others lead lives of desperation.
Multitudes are excessively perturbed and in frequent conflict
vith others.
They are emotionally unbalanced, perhaps vocationally
miscast and depressed by poverty, or matrimonially mis�
mated, lonely, tortured by fears, despcmdent, and friend
less
I� THE MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEM
Conservative estimates reveal that one out of ten
persons in the United States is in need of treatment for
some sort of eisKJtional or moatal disorder. At least one out
of twenty will spend som� part of his life in a ^e�tal insti
tution. Each year about a quarter of a million persons are
liKJspltallzed as therestilt of mental or emotional breakdowns*
one family In five will have a direct experience with some
fom of mental ilness. For obvious reasons, mental illness
has become a problem of acute personal concern.^
^Karl R. Stola, Tricks Our Minds Play On Us (Nashville:
Ookesbury Press, 1939), p. 237.
^Herbert H. Strotq?, ^Keeping Sane In a (a�azy ^torld,"
The Christian Century. LXXVI (Nov�aber 18, 1959), 1338-1340.
2Heajply �11 doctors today readily acknowledge that a
wide Tarlety of iifaysloal Ills have their roots In mental and
emotional trouble. Fox^hermore, such diseases have often
been healed or have noticeably improved, following the clear
ing up of a mental diat\irbanoe�
The medical profession, especial]^pt^slclans and
psychiatrists, have tri^ to convince the public that human
health, happiness and efficiency depend greatly upon a healthy,
serene mental life, guided by positive attitudes md io^pulses.
^e prevalence of mental illness and human experience have
caused most people to no longer doubt this truth which the
medical profession has been trying to convey to the public.
"The problem of mental health is the most sensitive indica
tor of man's Inability to orientate himself in this world
today.*�
II. THE UHITY OR OSMESS OP MAN
Man Ifl a whole and healthful influences are never
limited to just a part. Health is wholeness. It involves
physically mental, spiritual, emotional, and sociological
factors. There is an increasing awareness of the essential
inter-relation of the physic^, psychological, and spiritual
elements in man. Dishaimony in any one aspect of man's
^Academy of Religion and Mental Health, Reli|^on,
Science, amd Mental Health (Hew York* Hew York University
f^MsTisS^. P� SS.
3being, pbyaloal, mental, oi? spiritual, open the way to
disease and ill*health*
Real health is dependent on right funetioning of the
whole person. Since tdie person functions as an indivis
ible \mit, anything that affects one part of his being
exerts some influence on tdso other aspects also. When
illness is present, it la a person nho is ill. A person
may be ill in body, mind, or in spirit. Hot often is he
111 in one way without being ill in other ways. . � . For
life as we live it now, spirit, mind, and body are inter-
d�pfl�d�nt. Therefore, the health of one aspeot is
affected by the health of the other aspects.*
Man is one person, not a collection of three p^ts.
He does not live first as a spirit, later as a mind, and at
some other time as a body. Man functions as a three-in-one
being, as a splrlt-mind-body person. The spirit, mind, and
body are merely three aspects of one person. They fiinotion
together in xmity* An act that humans designate as spiritual
has mental and physical aspects; an act they call mental has
spiritual and physical aspects; an act they call p}::78ioia has
mental and spiritual aspects. An act appears to them to be
predominantly spiritual or mental or physical but whatever
they do, they do it as a person, m actually living the
three aspects of man are inseparable.^ Even learned physi
cians and psychiatrists find it hard to discern where the
physical, mental, and spiritual aspects leave off or begin
*C. B. lavey, Prinolples of Mental Health for Ohristian
Living (Chicago J Moody Press, 19i�), p.' 46.
Ibid., pp. 42-43,
in � man's life, fhsrefore, when a person is ill, it is
sometimes dlffiotat to determine how ill he is and ?itoat
treatment to prescribe.
III. DEPINITIOHS OP RELATED TERMS
Bealth. Obviously, heallda Is a relative tern. It is
dlffioult to cleajply define . What is a aubatantial measure
of health to some folks wo\ild be severe Illness to others.
Webster's Hew Oolleglate Dictionary describes health as a
"state of being hale, sott�d� or whole In body, mind, or soul?
well being I "
The word "health" comes from the Asglo*S�xon "haelth,"
meaning hale, sound, or whole. It Is stLgaifleant that
health may be defined in two different ways: (1) as a
state of being hale or sound in body, mind, or soiil, or
(2|"' as merely the absence of disease. The first defi
nition is a positive "freeSom for" life, and possession
of strength of mind or body, whereas the second is a
negative "freedom from" illness, or that which would rob
one of strength of mind or body. Synonyms of health are
wholMiess (with its connotation of the ability to act),
hardiness (with its connotation of the capacity for en
during stress or suffering), and soundness (with Its
connotation of a flrimess ^ich Is securely grounded in
a solid structuz^).**
Mental Health. Mental health has been defined or
descirlbed in numerous ways. As soon as mental health is
mentioned many people Immediately think of mental illness.
%homa8 0. Oden, "What is Mental Health?" The Jotirnal
0;f Pastoral ,C<are. XIV (Winter, 1960), 193-202,
5Eowr0T, latntAl h�al1^ is nmeh more than the mere absence of
mental illness factors. Mental health is something all men
desire for themselves, their relatives and their fz^iends.
Sveryday goals and conversations of men oeeater around happl*
ness, peace of mind, enjoyment and satisfaction, ndilch in a
large measure make up siental health. It has to do with how
an Individual meets the demands of life as he has to face it.
It requires a synchronizing and harmonising of desires, am
bitions, ideals � feelings, and conscience. Uental health la
a state ndnere a person understands intelleetuaHy or mentally
the things i^ch are happening to him, and to some extent how
and why they happen. There are degrees of mental health and
there is no definite line of demarcation between the mentally
healthy an^ unhealthy. Ho one characteristic can be taken as
evidence of good mental health or a lack of it.
Mental health means living a hapP7* useful life and
getting along with yourself and other people. If you
have good mental health you are, first of all, an Indi
vidual and have your own likes and dislikes, interests
az�i goals. Ibu can accept responsibilities and do a
good Job of work in line with your training and abill-
tlea.^
Most people agree that m^tal health is one of the most im
portant things in life. Like lAiysical health It is no single
thing but is made up of many things. It is manifested in an
'Health Publicaticms Institute, Inc., How Is Your
Mental Health? (Ralei^, North Caarollna : Healtii PuBlications
tnstitutie. Inc., 1950), p. 2.
6all-roi2&d sense of �e3.1*being and doing and naturally includes
getting along vith others.
Mental illness is not a single disease hut many. It
is not necessarily inherited but one may be bom with a tend-
tmaj toward becoxaing mentally ill. The archaic idea is still
quite prevalent today���that there is disgrace in mental ill
ness. This is not held among Informed people. It is not due
to a taint, nor Is it a reflection on the patient's family.
However, mental illness does not attack without warning. So
single crisis can be wholly the blame for sn emotional col
lapse. When mcsital illness is detected and proapt treat
ment is given, a rapid recovery is possible.
M�Qtal health involves the developmmt of a healtiiy
attitude in the individual toward himself and toward the en-
virozusent in i^ich he lives so that he will achieve the max
imum degree of self-ftilfilliwnt . In other words, environ
mental mastery suggests that the person with adequate mental
health can endure a great deal of conflict, both internally
and extem^ly. He is further strengthened by mastering or
overcoming obstacles as they arise.�
Health is correspondence with environm<wit . If man Is,
as most would agree, body, i^nd, and spirit, th�Q the
health of the spirit Is its correspondence wife its
^"Hmatal Health," The Encyclopedia Americana (1960 ed,),
XVIII, 640-645.
7�xnriroiunonti and th� name of that environment is God.^
Religion ,in General . Webster's New Oollegiate Dio-
tionary defines religion as "an awareness or oonvietlon of the
existenee of a suprffiae being, arotising reverence, love, gl?at-
itude, the will to obey and serve, and the likej as, man only
Is oapable of religion." Religion is not a substitute for
something else. It brings something SKithlng else can bring*
Ri^t raligi^ puts man in the best condition In which to
face and work out a solution to moat of life's problems.
This is possible because it strengthens the resources with
which problems are solved. Religious outlooks said practices
help int�@pate a man's life a3*om�i the reality of Ood and
His ixaiverse.
Religion gives supr�ne and ultimate values which help
to resolve conflicts within the individual and lay the
basis for an integrated personality* # � � For many . * �
Individuals, religion has served as an integrative,
stabilizing and even hygisnlc and therapeutic factor .^^
Pure religion brings peace of mind* It offers solace
to troubled souls. It seeks to correct fatilty ways of think
ing and living. "Beliglon often s\3^plles sublimated and
socially acceptable avenues for ffitaotional es^terlenoe and
Leslie D. Weatherhead, Psychology m& Life (lew
Tork: Abin^on-Cokesbury Press, 1935), p.
^%'rancis P. Powers, FsyoholoEy in Everyday Living
(New York: D. C. Heath and Co., 1938), p. 441 .
8expression, "-^^ However, a religion that is orily a system of
thought is not enough. Heligion must change a man. It must
bring salvation.
Evangelical Christianity, Evangelical Christianity
proelaliBs the message of deliverance from the old life domi
nated by sin, and the entering into of the abundant life
given by Christ which leads to fulfillfflmt and blessedness.
The Qove of Christianity Is a dynamic self-is^artation of
God to those who are prepared by faith to receive the gift
and follow the teaching. Christianity endeavors to give
meaning to life, to describe goals worth working for, worth
a^leving; to give vision and the long view-perspective to
life* There is a tendency in human beings for self-assertion,
self-pstrpetuatlon itftiieh leads to a hope of iiaiiortality*
Evangelical Christianity c�witers around this hope of immor
tality, *iich tends to give eoopleteness and meaning to life.
A vital Christian-conversion experience will bring the
blurred life of a man into focus. The genius of evangelical
Christianity is that is gives a man direction and a compass
on which he can depmd for consistency and stability.
It meeta the daily and practical needs of human
nature; the deep and enduring thirsts of the soulj and
provides comfort for the sorrowing, coxirage for the
^^Ibid., p. 441.
9falteriagj InBgir-ation for the deapairlng, ohallenge for
the aspiring
Personal Christian experience involves an individual's
discovery of an eternal and satisfying relationship to
Almighty God through the provisions of Jesus Christ the Son*
Such an experience gives new meaning to life and a knowledge
of the love and presence of God, "For the Christian, the
living God la before and beyond and in all things: Creator,
Righteous Jiidge, Redeemer, Suatainer�in whose love and power
we live and find the meaning of our lives. "^^ The true
Christian life is well described in the phrase, the "life
hid with Christ in God,"^* There are three requirements for
such a life: regeneration, or a new and divine life in the
soul} separation from sin and the world; and consecratitm to
God* The main characteristics of this life are a siir?>le
trust in Jesxis Christ as Saviour and an absolute committal
of oneself and his all to God's control and management. So
when a man iMikes a total commitment to the Christian faith.
It is carried into every phase and activity of his life.
Genuine Christian faith includes not only the individual and
l^Bemard Raima, Protestant Christian Evidences
(Chicago: Moody Press, 1953), p. 2SST
ISAlbert C. Outler, Psychotherapy end the Qjiriatlan
Message (New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1954),
�^^Colossians 3:5.
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�nd Ms peraonal sagjarienee nitb. God and Ms sons� of God,
but also Christianity as an integral part of his life and
reaoMng also into the social aspect of It. Evangelical
Christianity claims the entire life.
IV. VIEWPOINT OP THIS STUDY
TMs report assumes the following basic theological
viewpoints that the Bible Is God's revealed, infallible, and
holy word; that it is God's lasssace to man; that this Word
was written by holy men of God under the inspiration of the
Holy Spirit, who also illuminates its sacred pages to man's
understanding and heart; that man is by nature a self-willed
and self-centered sinner, in a state of rebellion against
God; that man is conpletely dependent upon God for his sal
vation from the power and guilt of voluntary sins and the
deflleawnt of innate sin; that the way of salvation is by
grace through faith in the at<ming merits of the blood of
Jesus Christ , and not of works ; that development and progress
are a necessity ixx the Ohristian believer's life. The
evangelical Intorpretatimi of Scriptures is considered valid.
Furthermore, tMs writer believes that the evidences of
Church history indicate that the Evangelical Christian
religion fits a person for right living, as well as prepar
ing him for a life to ooim.
V. THE JaSTIPICATIOH FOR THIS STUDT
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Thi� WPlter has been of the opinion that there is a
definite eorreiatlon between the physical, mental, and
spiritual aapeots of man. This study has endeavored to in
vestigate and report more elearly these relationships.
Man oannot divorce himself from his body. He lives
his life in it and through it. T^^o^jugh it he experiences
Joy and pain. Likewise, man oannot get away from his mind*
He thinks and tries to discover the meaning of life, and to
work out life's problems. He has experiences that bring
pain and pleasure. Before he is very old, man learns the
meaning of fear, anxiety, hate, guilt, love, faliaa, courage,
and hope. Through his motional experiences, he either finds
satisfaction or becomes frustrated .�'�^ By the time a child
starts in the first ^ade of sdiool he has learned many of
the prinolples of health and hygiene. However, he probably
does not become aware of mental hygiene and health until his
early teens. For mny yaars following his first awareness,
he will have only a vague tinderstanding of maatal health,
A healthy body helps one to keep healthy mentally.
But just as a healthy person may have a �old, or indigestion
once in awhile or will tvam his ankle or get the flu, so
ISoaiMPoll A* Wise, fsychiatry and fee Bible (Hew Torkj
Harper & Brofeers, 1956), p. i'
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flmotional difficulties msjr oome, oooasional periods of dis-
oonragement, depression, irritation, and quick teaaperedness .
"SoBietimes tafouble does not appear in the form of a partic
ular problem, but rather as inability to worit, unhappiness,
moody spells, wanting to be alone all tiie time, irritability
or being too dependent on other people*"^�
Each Individual has a limit as to the trouble and
adversity he can stand. If his eapaolty is exceeded his
nervous system will react in a sort of kick-back in spita of
the individual's determination to control it. When the
^Ing gets tou^, it is then that there is likely to be a
breakdown and outside help is needed. This state is known
ajs mental Illness azid Is very conmion. According to the tJ. S.
Public Health Service, it is America's Ho. 1 health probl^.
"It affoots more people than polio, heart disease, and cancer
combined. Its victims occupy nearly half of all the hospital
beds in the cotastjpy.
Evesryone desires good mental health. The problem is
either to get it or to keep it. If one is aware of some of
the basic principles of meastal health, he can distinguish
points of weakness in himself and in others. These can be
corrected, modified, or cos^ensated for in such a way so aa
^%ealth Publications Institute, Inc., How Is Youy
Mental Health? (Raleieh, Horth Carolina: Health iP^uBTlcations
Institute, Jno,, 1950), p. 2.
^''ibid.
to prevent breakdown* George S. Stevenson, a medleal con
sultant for tha National Association for Mental Health, has
suggested 10 Safety Signs For Good Mwital Health:
1. A tolerant, easy-going attitrxde toward yourself as
well as others. 2. A realistic estljnato of your own
abilities�neither troderestiiaatlng nor overestimating*
3, Self-respect. 4. Ability to take life's disappoint
ments in stride. 5. Liking and trusting other people and
expecting others to feel the saia� about you. 6. Peeling
a part of a group and Ihaving a sense of responsibility to
your neighbors and fellowmen. 7. Aoceptanoe of your re
sponsibilities and doing something about your problems as
they arise. 8. Ability to give love and consider the
Interests of others. 9. Ability to plan ahead and set
realistic goals for yourself, 10. Putting yoixr best
effogta Into what you do and getting satisfaction out ofit .
Man has failed to follow the principles of spiritual
hygiene and health, The splrlttial side of man has be�i sadly
neglected. Penfleld, the distingaished neurologist, has said:
"1^ will always have to recognlae the essential existence of
the spiritual id.thin ason,"!� It is extremely difficult for
man to face life's struggles without religion.
One of the great tragedies in the life of modem man
la tibat he no longer thinks God or religion is very relevant
to his problem. He attsag?ta to solve his problems without
the help and the power of God. A great many of the ills of
the body and the mind are caused by malady of the spirit.
18(jeorge S. Stevenson, "10 Safety Signs For Good Mental
Health," Parents ' Magaeine (May, 1959), p* 127,
l^Oafin Ross Yost, "Man's Unfailing Anchor�Religion,"
Helicon and Health. IV (March, 1955), p. 22.
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It i� poaeible for tb*> health of the spirit to make or unmake
the health of the whole person* A m�n's thot^ts, his mo
tions, and his attitudes all have a part in making him what
he is in slokness and in health.
Man needs a spiritual foundation In a world such as
this: These are dajs of alarming tensions, fear, anxiety, and
misguided energies* Men become restless under social prea-
strres, conflicts In relationships, ruthless pursuit, and re
laxed morale. Troubles for a man only begin when he divorces
his daily life from his deep spiritual convlctlcsns , A healt�y
soul makes a healthy mind.
The larobleaa of health and of regaining health vSnen we
are sick is basioly the probl^ of establliSiing and
maintaining a proper relationship with Gkjd�that God who
has created us and taSio sustains us in the very cells and
structure of our body, ev�n when our thoughts are far
from him* His healing power is at work whether we are
serene or full of appreheaision, whether we have a sense
of fellowship or are smk in the depths of loneliness,
irtiether we are living creatively or are drifting, whether
we have love In our hearts or resentment and bittoTOess.
God's will and his healing power work In us whether we
know it or not, whether we pay attention to It or not,
whether we co-operate with it or fight a^lnst it.^^
?i. QTAummn OF mposE
Aa a result of previous studies and the esq^erlenee of
this writer as a stud�at-oh&plaln in a state mental hospital.
2%iehard 0. Cabot, "God and Health," Religion and
Health* VI (March, 1957), p* 22.
IS
a groving oonviotion haa ooiae that the preventive power of
idaoleaoBte CiEPlstlan religion Is being sadly neglected today.
Therefore, the pxirpose of this partioiilar study has been to
take certain aspects of Christian living and note their
relative iaiportance to the mental health of man. This re
search has porpoaaly centered in the psychological values of
the Christian Religion for proEaitlng, maintaining, and stis-
tainlng mental health, rather than the oxirativ� powers for
mental illness, which are 3?eadily admitted.
CHAPTER II
(smisTiAK iiivma depihed asd utterpreth)
Cfarlatian living refers to the life oriented in and
guided by the facts and values of historic Ctoistianity. A
Christian has facts as a basis for decision. Christian
living involves religious beliefs, philosophical concepts,
moral standards, goals, and value judgments*
I, THE APPLICATIOK OF OHRISTIAN PRINCIPLES TO THE LIFE
Christianity gives a man something to live for*
�Philosophers may deny purpose in the universe, but psy�
ehologists know that if pm>pose be tak�n out of human life,
imaax personality decays *"3. ^e of the great causes of
breakdown in mental health is a feeling of senselessness and
almleasness in life. This es^tiness and meanlnglessness often
develops into an anxiety beeausa of the lack or loss of a
spiritual cfficter*
The Individual must have some belief i� purpose in
his life, however fragpnentary, if he is to achieve per
sonality health* Mthout purpose there cannot be mean
ing and without meaning one oannot In the end, live.�
^Bernard Raimtt, Protestant Christ Ian Evidences (CMcagot
Moody Press, 195S), p* BliS.
%ollo May, The,. Art of Counseling (New York: Abin^on-
Cokesbury Press, l^SWf, p. STS,
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The Ala of the ^irlatlazi religion is precisely In
laeetlng this need. Christianity la the belief in the purpose
of OcHi end Hla purposes for man. Therefore it gives meaning
to the total life-process.
Christianity gives man the p*eatest purposes in life.
It tells man to live for the glory of a loving, holy
God J It tells man to live for man by ministering to him
the gospel of the glory of Godj It tells man to live for
the holy, the pare, the tame, the beautiful. Ho other
religion, no other philosophy, gives a man so much to
live for as Christianity .3
Ohristian faith gives meaning to life. Christian
living contributes to mental health by giving meaning to
life. The meaning of existenee today is what Saint Augustine
felt it to be long ago. *fhou hast made us for thyself, and
our hearts are restless tmtil they find their rest in thee."*
The Christian faith seeks and finds the sieaning of
life and the vorth of human existence In being Itself,
in being beyond nature and existence, in the one, only,
living God, in whom we live and move and have our being.
CStePlstian faith begins with man's inescapable, radical
dependnne* ojod fime its rest in nothing less than the
utterly dependable, the truly sufficient reality which
establishes all oiu� hopes and love securely.^
A xaan actually begins his Christian life when ha en
counters God in a vital experienee of conversion. This
Saam, loo, cit .
*�r, Q� Pllklngttm (trans*). The Confessions of St.
Au^stlne (Hew York; Liverlght PublisEing dorp,, l9?i5r), p. 1*
^Albert 0* Outler, Psyohotherapy amd the Christian
Message (New York: Harper & fewthers Publishers , 1954),
pp* 808-255 .
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i�p�rieao� give* a oan a sense of x^sallty ai^ certainty.
This sense of actually knowing reality and being sure that
he does, meets a deep need in man and is of imeasvtrable
value in his thinking and living. It is conducive to the
maintaining and sustaining of mental health. Christian ex-
perienee brings to a person a wonderful conviction that in
Christ he has mot Reality. This divine-human encounter in-
troduoes man to God throu^ Jesus Christ and so the Christian
knows God 'Who is the source of all Being, the Author, the
Sustainer, and i�ie Finisher of all righteousness and morality
as fouxd in the Christian faith* In this new relationship,
God is the Father of all who put their trust in Him. T3at
Christian believer not only gains a sense of reality which
he never had before, but he has with this sense of reality a
great sense of assurance . The First Epistle of John is
filled with verses dealing with the certainty of knowing
Christ, and the assurance of Christian salvation. Thus the
Ohristian has not only met reality, but he is sxire that he
has met Reality,^
The Ohristian Religion deals with man in a very
specific way, because it gives him a confidence that he can
not produce on hie own and that he cannot fully find in his
saavironment. On the me hand, it relates man to his God and
%aimn, 0�* olt � , p* 217,
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on the other to the world around hla. A special kind of
confidence and assurance results from the fact that man feels
he is loved and accepted beyond himself.
Because he is first loved, \mde8ervlng as he may be,
man is enabled to respond with love and thus becomes the
instrument throu^ which the creative power of love is
oppressed In the world. Released by love from the re
stricting bonds of fear, he faces his environment with
eagerness to participate in the wonders life has to offer.
� . . TMs love also engenders within the individual a
healtiby love of self and a self-respect that are essential
for a critical evaluation of self without fear. TJa�ough
an objective understanding of himself, man can achieve
a change and growth that will allow Mra to more adequate
ly realize his potentlalltlea � '
Tha mentally sick person is the me Who has disinte
grated. Be is torn by waywu^d and discordant wishes, desires,
and purposes. Be Is likely to be oppressed with a sense of
sin and failure, conscious of weakness, inadequacy or in
effectiveness, out of harmony with God, Ms physical environ
ment, or with other pmcaoBm-^hiB social environment. The
disintegrated or divided person thinks moh about himself.
He will be coneomed about the tasks to wMch he has given
himself. In losing Maself In service, he will have found
himself. The Christian religion will do tMs for him, Jeaua
Said, "A man's life oonsisteth not in the abundance of tMnga
that he possesaetht"^
^Acadea^ of Religlcm and Mental Health, Religion.
Selenoe and Mental Health (Hew Torkt Hew York B^niversity
PMss, ), pp. 57-58,
�Luki 12sl5,
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The Ohristlaui Life is aociirately to be desoribed as a
eontinuous effort at ego-integration. It sets the goal
of integration of all our tmpulses, drives, eaotions, and
thou^ts. They ar� individually and totally to be dedi-
eated� The dedication is to the vill of Christ .9
Christian faith reconstructs at the unconscious level �
Through faith in Christ as Saviotir and Lord, the Christian
principle is bom or created deep in the unconsciousness*
This inward energy of the Divine Spirit working through the
unconscious mind expresses the inner self thjpouj^ the oon-
soious thoughts and acts of an individual. When this Chris
tian |�*ineiple possesses the life. It removes inner conflict.
It overwhelms doubt and puts an end to controversy regarding
conduct. Such an experience calms the tempest within, \ini-
fles desires, and brings emotional assurance. This kind of
stability is the root of mental health.
Christian faith works most effectively at the level
of the unconscious or subconscious. It is in these depths
of human nature that the power of Christ works to transform
and renew a nam. Furthermore, psychiatrists afflarai that
psychogenic ills begin at this level and then are later mani
fested outwardly. This being true, E. Stanley Jones must be
rl^t when he suggests that it is in the subconscious that
�0�org� H* Muedeklng, Emotional Problems aM the
Bible (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1956), p, 26.
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th� H0I7 Spirit does His work,10 A vitSLL Oliristian oiperi-
enoe establishes deep motivations which contribute to a
SBMiningfal and satisfying life. Ih� person's drives and be
havior have a new orientation. Sven his view of the cultural,
social, and religious mores are changed .
Christian religion is more than a belief or a set
of doctrines; it Is a way of life and a philosophy of
life. Christianity is more than a matter of subscribing
to a statement of faith; it is conscious association with
God In living under His sustaining power. Christian
experience is more than a matter of feeling; it is union
with God which Is a matter of fact though the fact may
be accompanied by feeling, Martin Luther wrote, 'Peelings
come and feelings go and feelings are deceiving.
warrant is the Word of God, nau^t else is worth believing, �
Christian living is not keeping certain moral laws, be
longing to a eharoh, observing certain ordinances, en-
^Lglng In certain ceremonies, doing our duty; it is living
in glad, eager, passionate devotion to God who has filled
the vacuum In our life and become the Person altogether
lovely to oua? aoul,^
Christian faith offers a remedy to man In his <yaandary.
The Gospel message offers a two fold remedy to man In his
qiiandary: converslcm and the new life in Christ (includes
paychologleal reorientation here and now) but also a total
raorganlEation of life (personal and social ) in view of the
certainty of life to come. The Christian's falfe in the lift
to come enables him to stand with fljrai conviction iflien other
E. Stanley Jones, Abundant Living (Hashville ;
Ablngdon-Cokeabury Press, 1�42), p, 152'."
^C. B� Bavey, Principles of Mental Health for Christian
Living (Chicago; Moody Press, 1�5^, pil tUs,
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p�raon� bp�ftk� He can better face hardships and defeats
beeause his present life does not need to pay big dividends*
Ifoen others under similar strain suffer a break in mental
health, the Christian draws heavily on spiritual resources .
He reconsiders his aims and endeavors to make the best of it
taider the circumstances. His life is a long-term Investment,
with far reaching goals and lK>risons even to eternity ��'�^
The sincere Christian person because of the inner
canter of his life acts oonsci�otiously in the view of the
total altuatlon. He is guided by the reality principle of
eternal values and he subordinates the pleasure or pain of
the sK�Bnt to the value of the whole and the final outcos^.
Life ceases to be an aiiid.es s course betwoen birth and death,
but instead becomes a sacj^ed trust, a stewardship to Ood*
As such, it has meaning, pui^se, and goals* The Christian
carries his commitment into every life situation. If lie is
a scientist, he cannot look God out of his laboratory. If
he la a physician, his coasaitment comes with him into the
therapeutic situation . For example, the Christian views his
occupation or work as a stewardship for God. Although he
may not have the most pleasant, most interesting, most paying
Job there is, yet he feels he is doing a work v&lch needs to
�"*Siraon Donlger, Religion and guman Behavior (New
York: Association Press ,
'
1954) , pp � 65-66.
be done, iriaioh provides for him aM his family. He sees hla
talents as a trust from God and seeks to develop them ftirther.
He seeks to know and to do the will of God In every phase of
his life. So whether the CSarlstlan eats or drinks or what
soever he does, he does it all for the ^ory of God.^^i
II. THE RESULTS OP CHRISTIM PRIHCIPLES
APPLIED TO THE LIFE
Christianity can bring that which fame, military vic
tory and worldly success have been unable to provlde-�^ich
in fact, they seem to destroy* It brings to the i9�>rtal
�pirlt the sustenance which nothing else can render.
Christian experience alone provides man with an ex
perience comm^surate with his nature as free spirit.
By free spirit we m�an that a man is a spiritual being
with a capacity for self-realization which can only
find its proper fulfillra�tJt In Ood. Hothlng less than
God can really, actually satisfy man's spirit. Anything
less than God leaves the spirit of man thirsty, hungry,
restless, frustrated, and Incoisplete .-^^
Christian living satisfies the need of personal re
spect and dignity* It is a deep need of each noz^taal human
being to feel that he or she is truly a person�a center of
lifa worthy of love, respect, confidence and trust. Belief
In God includes belief in the purpose and the worthwhlleness
13 I Corinthians 10�S1.
�^*Bemard Ramn, Protestant Christian Evidences
(Chicages Moody Press, 195^), p� 2l5^
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ot life* TMa Is internal and affects attitudes and emotions*
But, it may be only relatively displayed outwardly, !Bie ex
perience, that faith in Christ provides, satisfies the deep-
eat needs of the huioan heart, Wien the Christian religion
is sincerely and gwiuinely followed, it holds a central mean
ing and motivation for the life. The individual's attitudes,
and actions will issue in deeds of faithful devotion* The
results of this vital relatlonMiip are in terras of spiritual
maturity, stability of life, at^ productive love.
The fact is that a man who does not have his faith
grounded in God is much more likely to STiffer enntional
dlstu3*bances than tha truly religious man because the formal*
la like a ship on a storm tossed sea* Perhaps he has no
true purpose In life; he does not krK�w where he Is going;
and consequently he has charted no course. He sometimes
drifts f thm through good intimtlons he gains control of him
self for a time; but he lives In constant fear and uncertaln-
Ity* ChristIwilt^ Is the answer to man's feeling of Inse-
tturlty* This Infinite God, the objeot of the Christian's
adoration, la the only Power In nhcaa a man may find security.
Perhaps, the deep-rooted feeling of uncertainty and Inse-
eurlty Is the result of man's falltire to recognize that
things of the spirit are essential.
Uhless all needs. Including the religious or spiritual
needs, of a man are met, hla psyche�his sotiI�will still
be hungry and he will mt be a fully-developed and
fhe �vevj essenod of th� Christian religion is tc ad*
^st the Bdnd and soul of man*'^^ This happms vhen a loan if
willteg to face God with hla sins. "The entla?e answer to
the sin question, to guilt eomplexes, is foxmd in aooeptlng
the sacrifice offered by Jesus Cterlst without reservation as
fully of graee.""*"^ It Is by grace that a man Is saved, Bgr
faith he accepts the gift of God through Jesus Christ. He
finds assurance of salvation. His trust in God brings him
a sense of security that he can find novhere else. As he
easts his burdens up�m the Lord, he finds an inward rest.
Tfaaa, he is freed from a multitude of needless anxieties and
useless concerns i^loh may have othex>wlse led to a mental
breaMown. Probltnas and perplexities left entirely to Christ
vanish in a way most unaccountable to human thought and
reason. A man itoo resigns all to 11% accepts everything as
coming from Elm, and believes that He chooses and orders
better for him than he could do for himself finds that his
trust and confidence are more than Justified .1�
Charles Scrlbner's Sons, 1943), p. 1!S4.
l^ciiarleB L. Allan, God's Psychiatry (Westwood, New
Jersey I Fleming E. Revell Co., 1958), p. 7
I'^Franklin P. ELlis, "The Answer to Mental Health,"
Child Evaniieliem. X7 {Jlanuary, 1956), p. 22.
ISsavey, o�. elt.. p. 1^.
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Poa? aoiB�, tlielr PtHigion wb^ b� rudtraentary and �van
IKftFipheral to the central concerns of life, but this is not
so with the genuine Christian. The CSiristian religion has a
definite moral code and gives sanction and force to it. Tha
Ohristian faith is a religion of the heart, and out of the
heart are the issues of life. Christim living is not keep
ing certain moral laws and living a clean wholesome life, but
it la a deep devotion to a rl^teous and holy God. When God
dlreets and controls the life there is no longer a controveansy
regarding conduct. For the Christian faith enhances and en
dorses hl^ moral standards. The oentz^ convictions of the
Christian faith is feat there Is a moral purpose in the
cosmic process-t-a power greater fean men, that makes for
righteousness* Furthermore, these powers of God, His will,
and purpose are behind the efforts of fee sotil to live godly
in Christ Jesus.
A Christian's experience with God gives him moral
energy. Be is endowed with a now moral will to do the rl^t.
His basic personality is wonderfully transfoamed. Through
the transfoming power of God, the tm saved man believing in
Jesus Christ in Juat a few momenta receives a new phllosoi^y,
a new theology, a new heart and a new life. There appears
to be & definite correlation between moral virtue and mental
l%aa�, pp� elt., p. 221.
health* When a man meets God In personal experience, he is
so changed within that he has moral re-enforcement to face
the issues of life. He views God's creation in a new light.
The world in which he lives is a world that God hath made,
he will rejoice and be glad in it, le sees life and death
tn a new light. He views his fellowmen differently* This
Christian axperiance gives a new power to love and self-
sacrifice both for God and for others. When a man is bom
of Qod and God's love fills his heart, he will be seen and
known as a dlfferrat person.
"Love is the creative force back of health, physical,
social, spiritual. It ties the individual to his physical
environment, his social group and to Ms God."^� The life
and teacMngs of Jesus Christ verify and exeiaplify fee power
of love*
Be said that there were really two main principles of
living on which all true morality and wisdom migbt be
waid to depend. The first was to love God xdth the whole
of a man's personality, and the second to love his fellow
men as much and in the same way as he naturally loved
himself* If these two principles were obeyed Christ said
that a man would be in hai^ny with fee Purpose of Life,
which transcends time.
These two prinolples, one of which deals with the
mviaible and Tftichanglng, the other with the visible and
variable, cover the total relationships of a man's life**-
�ORamm, og.. elt., p, S21.
^-"�J* B* Phillips. Your God Is Too Smll (Hew Yorkt The
MaoMlllan Conpany, 1958), pp.
as
A man oannot love (Sod very aruch without loving his
fellowaen, Likewise � he oannot love his fellowmen very much
or for very long without a vital relationship to God�the
source of love. Otherwise, there will not he enough love to
go around.
True Christian living, then, is a life and labor of
love. This is the result of first establishing a personal
relationship with the God of lov� and then radiating His
love to one's fellowmen.
CmAFTBR III
PSYCHOLOGICAL ELEMMTS IK CHRISTIAH CONYERSIOBT
I. THE HEED FOR BECOMIffiS A CHRISTIAH
Th� necessity for OhristlSBQ conversion la a direct
resTilt of man's estrangement from God. Christian teaching
ealls this qiiandry in which man finds himself the state of
sin. Sin algalfies a deviation from the way acd end appoint
ed by God. The fact of sin Is fundamental In Christian
belief* Although human reason has forced the seciilarist to
admit the existence of sin, tinregenerate man is not so will
ing to accept the Christian teaching of original sin. Be
cause, If laan is a sinner from birth, he is alienated frcm
God and has no good in himself* Maus he "cannot save himself
nor manage his own destiny apart from God's grace,"! Koither
nature nor society can restore a man or bring him to the ful-
flllmMmt of God's purpose. Thus, God has had to take the
initiative in reelalmlng and restoring man.
The Scriptures declare that mankind fell into sin
throu^ Adam's transgression, "Sin began in taxe self-separa
tion of the will of man from the will of God,"^
^Albert Outler, Psychotherapy and the Christian
Message (Uew York? Harper & Brothers, 19S3T7 P* 130.
%, orton Wiley and P. T* Culbertson, Introduetlga to
Ctoistlan Theology (Kansas City, Missouri j Beacon Sill wess,
1547), p. Ig4,
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In Qtb�r wav&Bt tbe first sin was the desire in tiie
heart, the choosing of seXf-interests rather than Ood�s
Interests* The overt act BMwely expressed the sin that
had already heen coaimitted in the heart.'
To admit man's estrangement from <3od is to confess that God
is a sovereign, righteous rxaler. Furthercaor� , even in his
�in, man is radically dependent upon the ^rcy and goodness
of God, The sin nature leads to overt acts of sin and thus
the sin of the first man has bo^ repeated throughout the
long history of our race. Why sin should be universal, is
Impossible to know. However, as members of a sinfxa race,
men soon discover th&t they have an evil conscience and a
sense of shame and degradation.
ZX. THE RE&LIZATXOH OF SZH
Tl^re are several ways in uhioh a man feels a moral
failure before God, Th� true adxilt sense of sin, guilt, and
shame which contact with the Holy God appears Invariable to
arouse, seems to come alc^g at least four different lines.
(a) When a man suddenly sees the vast sweep of God's design
in life, he realizes his cheap, rebellious effort to plan
hla own life has been a failure. He so much regrets his
deficiencies and shortcomings, that he desires to be changed*
This Is real conviction for sin. (b) �hen a man envisions
Henry C Thiessen, Introductory Lectures ixk Systematic
Kbeoloo- (Grand Rapids, Michlganjt mn. B, Eerdmans"Tublishlng
�Co., 19^9), p. 255.
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the oonsequenoes of Ms wrong sotlons and he reiU.izes the
isxtt he does to God and others by Ms self-oenteredness, be
Is likely to feel eonviotion. When he sees that his life is
not Bi�rely out of harmony with God's purpose but tMs dis
harmony has injured and affected the lives of other people,
Ms sins begin to weigh more heavily upon htm. (c) Oonvie
tlon may arise iflien a man, who has lived selfishly and oare-
lessly, meets someone who has plainly found happiness and
satlsfaotlon in oo-poperating with what he oan see of God's
purpose. The sinner realises how injudloious he has been.
TMs is the beginning of a genuine sense of sin. Cd) A taan
may resist and fear titie good life for many years but when he
suddenly sees that the goodness and love he has despised as
weakness are In reality Incredibly strong, he experiences a
strong sense of sin. There ar� many ways that a man may
�oaue to th� point of realizaticaa that he is a HKjral failur�
befor� God. For instance, he realizes that he has offended
God and has spoiled His design; he has done harm to others
or has found no satisfaction in the way he has b�on living,
T�t he cannot do much about It. H� oan be sorry, and apolo
gia� and resolve to do better. But if he really has eonvic-
tl<ai for his sins, he will feel that some rapproacbaaent Hwst
b� made between his sinful self and a perfect God. Also, ho
wants some asswance that God oan and will accept hla into
lis followsMp* H� desires dei^ar*t�ly to be in hajw>ny with
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the jiieening and pvaepoae ot life and. yet feels helpless to do
anything toward it,^
(3nilt ? A sense of guilt arises when a man beoomes
aware that hia life does not measure \jp to the standards
which to him are acceptable � Throxigh the Gospel message and
e<�nitacts with (Ihristian people and other ways, he begins to
feel that he oug^t to live more worthily. As he indulges in
Conduct that he cannot respect in others, he becomes deeply
aware of his own failure. He has a troubled conscience, a
feeling of frustration, of inad�qiiacy-�a sense of sin because
he fails to do what he knows h� ought to do. This acute
disturbance, which is generally called th� troubled conscience,
or the sense of guilt, is *at makes it impossible for the
mn away from God to �njoy peace of mind.
Guilt has at least three different meanings. First,
there Is guilt in the legal sense when a man is convicted
for breaking th� laws of his country. Secondly, there is
guilt from breaking the laws of God. There are many sins
against God that are not illegal according to hximan codes.
For exaaqjle, a man may lie or lose his tengjer or cheat and
will not be Indicted in th� courts in any ordinary way. Th�
two types of guilt afore mentioned are objective, A third
*J. B, Phillips, Your God Is Too Small (Hew York;
The Maomlllan Col, 1�58), pp. lTO-Tl~
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typo of guUt is vo3?y svibjeotive* It is the guilt a wm
feels idien his oonseienoe Oondeams him. This is associated
with shaios and failure. This kind of guilt can bring about
aaich pl^sieal and mental suffering. Peelings of guilt are
aasoclated with the conscience. Because they are so painful
and strong, they are repressed into the deeper levels of
mind. But here guilt feelings can do even more harm althougjh
the individual may be unaware of them. Guilt sets up tension
and distress which may affect any organ of the body. It also
has harmful effects on the mind and spirit. Guilt feelings
are an indication tl^t something is wrong in an individiial's
relationships. If the irelationship is dealt �dth, then the
guilt should leave . When guilt helps a man to discover and
correct his faulty relationships, then it is beneficial. The
Bible is veapy imach concerned with the probleaa of sin, guilt,
and forgiveness.
Guilt sometimes continues In the life of a Christian
believer because of misunderstanding or a misguided con
science. So it becomes necessary to distinguish between evil
and sin. Althou^ it is true that all sin is evil, yet not
all evil is sin. That is, thou^ts may come into the mind
which are undoubtedly evil but not therefore, necessarily
sinful. Sin is the result of failure to conform to or
transgression of God's laws. It Is missing the mark and
falling to follow the right way. Sin si^lf les a disposition
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OP state as well as an aet. Outward acts are conderaoed only
when they are regarded as issuing from evil dispositions.
However, when guilt is gone and there is victory, still one
must accept a certain anrount of human feelings and human
limitations
So Ohristian who understands axxSL accepts the fact of
Cfod's forglvwiess should ever continue for long in the
state of guilt. Confession and acceptance of the promises
of forgiveness to be found in the Bible should rid him of
tt. It is surprising to find how ignorant some people
are about the meaaing of forgiveness. They never can
enjoy peace of mind because they are continuAlly haunted
by the memory of some past sin. They contlntially dwell
in the shadow of their own past misdeeds Instead of
advancing into the li|8it and freedom of forgiveness
throtigh Jesxis Christ."
The safe way to find relief from guilt is to clearly
acknowledge failtire and sin and seek forgiveness from and
reooncillatlon with whomever has been offended and trans
gressed the most. One of the deep needs of homan nature Is
to have a oonsclouaness of forgiveness from and reconcilia
tion with God and then with those persons and groups from
whom a man has been alieaiated.'''
The solution of th� problem of guilt is in the Gospel,
in a God whose love reaches out to man even to the point
Earnest White, Christ Ian Life and The ^noonsoioue
(Hew York: Harper & l^others, isfeS), pp. 15^-160.
^Ibid., p. 155.
Charles T, Holman, The Cur� of Souls (caiicago: Th�
Utaivorsity of Ohlcago PressTTesS) , pp. S39-240.
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of aooeptlng the axafferlng caused by man's rebellion In
order to break domi that rebellion and estrangement and
create Sonshlp. Sonshlp, not oaBilpot�Qce, Is the vay to
health and salvation.^
If a man tries to cover his sense of guilt It usually
festers. When he Is vllllng to forsake his sins and be for
given, he is greatly changed. Both the Old and Hew Testa
ments shov that men iritio have truly i^t Ood have first had an
attitude of repentance* That is, they had a desire to
change and get release from guilt feelings, along with an
honest and humble ccmfesslon vhich shared the feelings of
guilt vith God. The oonfeasee relies on the goodness of
God's mercy, love, and grace. This kind of an experienee
leads to release from guilt and the establishment of a rela
tionship of devotion and love tovard God.�
Confession. The need for confession of sins committed,
or of vrong done, has been steadily insisted upon by the
Christian religion as a condition of forgiveness mA recon-
elllation* There la a cathea'tic value in confession. Con
fession is not only the revealing of one's self to God but
insight is gained into one's ovn self aa he confesses.
Confession involves a profound sense of honesty, a
discovery of that in ourselves which really needs to be
oonfessed, a distinguishing between that which Is
tmaginary evil and that which is real evil, a sorting
�Oarroll Mae, Psychiatry and the Bible (Hew York:
Harper & Brothers, 1956 J, p, 76.
�Ibld., p, 80*
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oat and honost facing of over basic attitudes toward our-
selves and toward others and toward &od. It Involves a
relating of actual feallngs of guilt to ex|>erleneee out
of whloh the guilt arose, and a relinquishing of the
feeling of guilt when the necessary growth has been
achieved .10
True confession requires that one bring out into the
open �ie falling that has broughtdefeat . Be must face it
frankly and honestly and deal with it realistically. The
mere confession is not what covmts but what follows it. That
is, there is such a change in the inner life as well as the
outward conduct of the individual that he finds self-respect
and satisfaction In his new life lived aoooi*ding to the pur
pose of (k>d.
The coBBQon experience of men is that there is aonto
form of confession Just prior to a conversion crisis. This
is due in part to the sense of vmworthiness and sense of
falltire that acooaspanles guilt feelings. When these inwai^
feelings are exteriorised through confession, there is a
relief which comes md brings Joy and peace. Th� prayer of
eonfesslon is apt to burst forth as the expression of an
overwhelming sense of guilt.
As long as sin is secret, it must be concealad, re
pressed, aad guarded. The neurotic tensions play
around evasion and defense. Confession is therefore
cathartic, purging and relaaeing the p�nt-up guilty
10Ibid.
tensions into open oxprossion.
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III. THE COHVlHSIOir AHD HEW BIRTH KXPERIKHCE
Conversion is a t-umlng to Ood. As the soul turns to
Ood, so God draws near to the hu�an soul; and God doea tor
him what no man oan do. The whole personality ui^ergoos a
deep transformation. True oonversion Involves the radical
change of life's patterns, leading to a fresh spiritual and
moral beginailng. The old life with its pattern of action is
roplaoed by a new life�spiritually, morally, end Intelleo-
tually.
The term conversion is used to designate the process
by iriblch the mvl turns from sin to salvation. In tha
soriptures eonverslon usually refers to the human act of
turning away from sln.^^ Conversion may be psyohologloally
described in the words of William James. It is "the process,
gradual or sudden, by which a self hitherto divided and
eonsolouely wrong, inferior and unhappy, becomes unified and
eonaclously right, superior and happy. In consequence of Its
firmer hold on religiotis realities."
llpaul Jbhnson, Psychology of Religion (New Yorkj
Abingdon Press, 1959), p. 284.
�^^lley and Culbertson, o�. olt,, p. 273.
�*%llllam James, The Yarie^es of Religious Etoerienos
(New Yorkt Longmans, Green anS doiag>�by7^d2� )7 p . l59t
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Fsraeonversion states are iisually eharacteriaed by one
or loore of three kinds of motion: conviction of sin, a sensa
of need, and fear. These preconversion conflicts are resolved
by conversion itself, m mny eases crisis is sudden and
may be dramatic, shile In others there is a gradual conscious
ness of this new experience without any stidden charge .^^
Conversion experiences may be as varied as life itself. But
even so, there is a point of demarcation, where an Individ
ual's faith takes him from the unregenerate state to a new
ness of life In Jesus Christ, The essential nark of conver
sion is th� coHg)l�t�n�es of the conversion. However, no
conversion will Instantly change everything forever. As th#
seeker responds to the Spirit of God, he takes one step after
another no nrntter how painful or difficult it may be.
Conversion is primarily an act of the mind and will
in anticipation of what God can do. It is a tuaralng of th�
soul from sin to God, It involves an act and moveuHsnt of the
whol� mind and soul out of sin into rightoouaness. Conver
sion do�s not begin with th� emotions, fears, or hopos but
with th� truth of God and His Word. Ihen a man is exposed
to truth, he finds that there is antlpatlg- between his natur�
and th� will of God, th�n he oxperlonoes conflict and unrest.
Christian truth appeals to the minds and natives of men.
!*Whit�, o�. Pit,, pp. 55-56,
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Jkma Snowelen suggested three lines of reasoning and steps
in conversion . They are t (a) a changing of xalnd on the
subject of sin} (b) an aet of repentance in turning from sin,
folloared by an act of faith in turning towards Ood and
Christ} (c) obedience by which faith completes Itself in
fact
Repentance . Every normal imsaved person has some
sense of sin and guilt, no matter how saturated his soul Is
with sin or how dull his conscience* Genuine repentance,
wrought in the heart of a slnftil man by the Word and ^Irlt
of Qod, has always been couple with profession of Christian
faith* Repentanoe incltides a change of heart, attitude, and
purpose* It is not the same as remorse. Remorse looks at
the past with vain regret j but repentanoe looks to the futxire
with hope. To repent is to stop d�nylng sin and evading
the guilt, to quit resisting that v&ildh prevents the cure,
and to admit freely fee evil one has done* Ths conflicting
liQmlses of tmosi*talnty and indeeision are relieved when a
nan honestly faces hla sins. Th�p� is lamer release and a
new freedom when through genuine repentance a man accepts
the blame and desires a new start Repentance is not a
ISjames H. Snowden, The Psychology ^Religion (New
York: Fleming H. Revell , Co *7T916), pp* l5l-l^
1**Johnson, 0�# olt., PP# 223-224,
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t90li3%g Of aelt�pmln3ammt but Is facing sin in its tma
light as huxaan guilt and folly and disobedience against God*
Repcoitanoe is the experience of being willing and able to
ehange the whole mnd towards sl�* ^^s Includes thought,
feelings, attitudes and th� will. Hep<mtanc� is a change tn
vhioh nan takes an active part, not somothlng that is done
for hisit Man rep�nts{ God does not repent for him. Man
faces his past and end�avor8 by the holp of God to ohsmge
his attitudes and relationships. True rep�ntane� Involves
the vhole personality in a change of mind, a godly sorrow,
and a resolution to reform. It is Incited in the heart of a
sinful person by th� Word and Spirit of God. The response is
directed to God In contrition and self-reproachment . R�p�rit-
ance is not only an act of the will, but also an experleno�
of growth in tfcieh harmful attitudes and desires are re
nounced, and mature. Christian attitudes are aecepted as
valid and determining for oneself. Repentance is the gate
way into the Christian life. The continuance of this peni
tent state �nables the bell�v�r to maintain a living relation-
17
Ship with Jesus Christ.
Ohristian contrition, true repentance, is the honest
owning of th� wrong, and the fr�� aeoeptano� of rospons-
Ibillty�both in the atiMJ sphere of God ? s redeeming lov�
as we know it in Christ Jtesus. It means mor� thm s�lf�
rebuke; It means accepting God's Juat Judgment of otaf
Wise, og,, olt.. p. 92.
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unfaith. It Btaans far move than en easy rescue ; it is
the frank confession of ouj? reliance on Ctod's grace as
the authentic power in our reoonolliatlon to God and ou*
recovery of Moral insist and energy
Th� Scriptures lay much stress on repentance. It is
an absolute condition to salvat ion, !� Taking th� woj^ in a
broad sense, repentance is essentially a change of mind.
However, psychologically speaking there are three aspects to
repentance. (1) The intellectual el�aent la seen in the
recognition of personal responsibility for sin, personal
guilt and holplesKiess, and an apprehensian of God's morcy.
(2) Th� emotional �lem�nt Is s��n In a change of feeling to-
imrd sin. There la a sincere sorrow, a sense of conviction
of sin issuing from a sense of guilt, a sense of shame and a
n<wrly acquired distaste for sin. (S) The volitional el<Nii�nt
Is seen in the change of will and disposition. There is a
resolve to live differently. This is inwardly turning from
sin, ft should b� remembered that a man is not saved for
repenting but when he repents and believes. Rep�ntano� Is
an act of th� sinner hlmselLf In response to the convict lag
power of th� Holy Spirit. Repentano� Involves a new moral
consciousness of sin in ahich the sinner identifies himself
with God's thou^ts about it. Repentance is not a satisfac
tion rendered to Qod, but a condition of the heart necessary
ISoutler, jO�. cit., pp, 256-257,
!%uk� 13:2-5,
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bcifop� a nan oan bellere unto aaliration,^^
70 auaaaaviea, gonulno ropantanoe involves a oonvietlon
within a loan that he has sinned and is guilty before God.
It ineludes oontrition or a Yxeokien aM contrite heart on
aeeouat of sin. It produces confession and la^lies a strong
desire to escape or be saved from sin. There is voluntary
abandonment of sin and a turning to God and a bringing forth
of fruits meet for repentanoe .^^
Faith. True repentance never exists apart from faith*
Likewise, one oannot ttum from sin without at the same time
turning to God. Gonversely, it may also be said that trua
faith never exists without repentance. "True repentance
b:ping8 a change of mind, itoieh followed by an act of saving
faith, brings the soul into the state of initial salvation."�
When there is g�nulno repentance, saving faith becomes at
once the condition and the Instrument of salvation. Faith
has been and always will be the basic and essmtial means
of contact with spiritual reality.
m scriptural usage, the term �faith" is used in two
ways* (1) To Indicate, or to denote, the content of tii�
^%hlessen, 0�. j|t., pp. SS2-3M.
21wiley and Culbertson, o�. olt.. p. 267,
^^Ibld.
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Ohristian Oospsl�a "bo&j beli�tfs. (2) It is xued to
signify ths huaan rssponse to the body of Christian tirath*
These two uses of the term are related* Th�?e is a minimum
of information neeessary before saving faith oan beeoms
aetive. Faith means more than a mere assent to a set of faots
or creeds set befoi^ it. The Latin word "fides" means to
trusts eonfidenee; belief in God and religion* It is not
easy to formulate a simple and adeguate definition of faith.
^e Scriptures repres^t faith as an aet of the heart. It
thersfore involves thought, will, and wsiotions. There is an
intellectual, an emotional, and a volitional aspeot to faith*
The intellectual elfSBttit includes belief and rational assent
to the revelation of God in Nature and in the scriptures.
Btiere is acknowledgwamt of truths taught�that man is sin
ful, Qod has provided red^raptionj there are certain condi*>
tloQS to salvation; and Qod promises his children toany
blessings* The emotional element is certainly a constituent
of faith. It is the awakening of the soul to its personal
needs, the personal application of the redemption provided
through Christ, and the immediate assent to these truths*
The voluntary element in faith is the logical outgrowth of
tlm intellectual and the emotional. If a man accepts the
revelation of God and His plan of salvation as true and comes
to ass��t to it as applicable to himself personally, he
should logically go on to appropriate it for himself, A man
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is not saved tmless his faith has those elements in it�^
Faith is more than belief, . . , Belief is judgittent.
Faith is devotion of total j>epsonality in loyal assur-
anee* Belief may be less than knonlt^et but faith is
more. "Paith is reason grown courageous." The dynamic
quality of faith is indicated in a volitional activity
of purpose, commitment, and steadfastness. Regardless
of contrary evidence, opposition, or si�ffering, on� who
has faith In Thou will continue to give Tjnsworving loyal -
S. This is th� moaning of faithfulness�an aet oflllng and p�z�8�v�rlng devotion. The emoti<mal quality
of faith is indicated In a basic confld^e� and secttrlty
that gives on� assurance, m this sense faith is th�
opposite of fear, anxloty. and uncertainty. Without
�motional security there is no relaxation, but tonsion,
distress, and instability* Assurance is the firm emo
tional underton� that wa&bles one to have steady nerves
and calm poise in th� face of danger or confusion.�*
Tims faith Ineludes mor� than lnt�ll�otual assent and belief,
tiMr� must also be a personal commitment and trust.
Faith in God idiich leads to acceptance of His forgive
ness and His saving grace includes within its cos^ass
the Intellect, th� will, and the (Ksiotlons. It inclxzdes
something mor� than a mA2*� �motional crisis. If will is
lacking, a religious emotlcaaal crisis soon passes, leav
ing th� person essentially unchanged. In tru� conversion,
tha will of man comes Into line with th� will of God.^
WBlth is a vision, a quality, or capacity of the soul
for action, manifesting Itself in th� soul as a grace. It
is the fr�� gift of God idisr�by spiritual truth is apprehend
ed and spiritual llf� is �ngssBdsred. Faith Is the duty of
nan, as well as the gift of God. A man can to some extent.
SSThlessen, o�, cit., pp. S55-S58.
�*Johnson, o�. cit,, p� 800.
2%ilte, o�. cit., p. 61.
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^�ason things out shout Gk>d, hut h&vlng done this faith sust
operate* To have faith Is to believe, and to believe Is to
fael tm& to aot. The power to t]?ust God belostigs to every
man through the help of the Holy Spirit. This provision has
been made through the atonement. God Is pleased when men
trust Him. Without faith it is impossible to please God,
therefore when men have g�auine faith they must please Him.
God is always ready to be pleased and gratified with faith*
Be is a rewarder of them that diligently seek Him.^^
Obedience . Obedience is the means whereby faith
Goa^letes itself in fact. It is predominantly an act of the
will. The will has already been active in repentance and
faith, for each involve thought, feeling, and will. Obedl-
�aoo to t3ae truth of God's %>rd and to the pfipomptings of the
Holy Spirit is necessary to the fulfillment of faith. To
have faith is to believe and to believe is to feel, to obi^
and to aet. There Is no contradiction or antagonism between
faith and obedience. They are two aspects of salvation} one
is the root and the other is the fruit. Botia are eqiaally
necessary, JUat as all the three steps of TOpentance, faith,
and obedience ar� necessary to ooBoplete th� one act by whid^
the sinner changes his whol� mind from sin unto salvation
2%ebr�ws 11 ;6.
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end life .2*?
F&lth end ohedienee are neoessary to attain a rigixt
aplritToal relationaMp to God, but they are aleo fundamental.
easentiala for imalntaining and sustaining that relationship.
Thsre mist be faith tovard Ood and absolute obedi^ce to all.
the known will of God. There is a blessing in every act of
obedi�3ce, but the laoawnt a soul hesitates he begins to
obstruct his relationi^ip to the Oreator. There oan be no
true union with God without a conscious aM delibez^ts
alignaent of one's own will with the will of God. ^The obe
dience God requires is not a slavish obedience or a i^chan-
leal obedienoe, but the obedience of a 'reasonable serviee',
rendered Joyfully with tenderstanding by beings who are free
to Choose intelligently obedience to Ohrist renun-
elation is life, not death* Sacrifice to Christ end for His
sake is to Joy and not to sorrow. Grim and inflexible though
it may appear, perfect obedlesiee to the known will of God
holds life's richest treasures �
Conversion and the new birth STiBaaarlzed . A vital
Christian conversion experience oan organize a person's life
In sxich a way that he feels integrated and that his life has
s, purpose which is satisfying to him, When one turns to
^^Snowden, gg,* cit.. pp.. 163-164.
�%fcwy, 22.. olt.. p* 251.
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^8U8 COvlst, there Is � new eenter around whieh to gather
�i�>tl(a3,al desires and arotind whidti one constructs his esjo-
tlonal patterns* The conversion experience may be described
as a sudden release from the sense of esta^angemeat and fear
and the discovery of a new sense of fellowship with God. It
ineludes a new emespt of one's self and his role in life and
is followed by developm�Qt growth.
A Christian conversion experience tempers the uncon
trollable desire for success. It liberates the mind and
spirit from the urgency to succeed in everything. Oonvorsioa
is usually evident to everyone because it brings about a con
siderable ehange in the mental life and personality of an
Individual. Oft^ there is a considerable change in the
person's physical and social life*
Students of the psychology of religious es^erienee
have pointed out that the subconscious Is Involved not only
in gwieral religioue experience but also In the conversion
process. The Christian faith offers not only forgiveness of
sins committed, but also a new mric of God in the Inner
spirit to overcome the evil, a work of th� Holy Spirit In
th� subconscloTxa depths of being, transforming th� natur� of
the guilty person.^� it is normal for a parson to soek a
better and more satisfying and happier spiritual life*
29James D. Van Mskirk, Religion, gealing and Bealth
f^w Yorkt The Maomlllan Co., 1^52 J, p, iW,
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"Spiafitual eomrerslon Is �n ssperienoe whloh mplcs the end
of nwm�B sosroh for the right road, but not th� otid of his
spiritual Journey.'*��
A true eonverslon takes all of a person and rodlrects
the total llf� upon a new course. It holds the dranrntic
appeal of sternal destinies and divine isperatlves. It
offers a great adventure to lose all or win all, a
dacislve choice between good msd �vH.'*
Tbaa conversion immB a tui^ing, a chsmgo of directioiiy
an altewiticaa in K�aatal attitude and belief. It is a eon�
sclous aot of th� jsind by which previous belief's ar� dls-
�arded and new beliefs take their place. It Is usually
acooj^anisd Is^ new birth. Conversion is a conscious and
deliberate jBovement of th� mind in a new direction, but it
is not the same thing aa new birth. In distinguishing it
from conversion, the new birth is an unconscious transact 1ot�
^art from th� will of man, iRPought In the spiritual d�pths
of the personality by th� Holy Spirit of Ood. Truly, it has
�ffects whieh reach th� consoloua level and bring evident
rosiilts, but in itself th� new blith is not kncwn to conscious
ness. Bevelation helps on� to uairf,�rstand and know the fact
of isim new birth, but the changes brought in life and conduct
are ustially readily perceived. The new birth is supernatural
and sudden, occurring at a definite mon^nt in tlmej althou^
^�L�slle D* Weatherhead, Psychology. Religion and
Healing (Hew Yorki Abingdon-Cokesbury Press," 1^51),' p. 'S87.
�^Johnson, o�, olt., p. 129.
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it soky or isay not inmediftteXy enter into eoneoiousnees .
Since it is essentially \inconsoious Ohange, it is appre-
hsndod by faith
There are three movenients or steps in th� conversion
and the n�w bir^h pTOCoss. First, th�r� is m�ntal conflict
as a z>�sult of consciousness and conviction of sin. This 1�
iBSnifestsd in stress, tension and imrest. Th� second stag�
is an �motional crisis. Aftar illumination and consideration
of the issuss involved, this crisis is reaolv�d by an attitud�
of submission an^ starrender. %�n th� conflict has subsided,
th�r� comes a sans� of calm and peace aoooBQ>ani�d by ass\ir*
ano� and relaxation*^ Psyehologically speaking th� most
obvious Chang� that takes place in conversion is a change of
�Motional tone from a state of conflict and urn'ost to a eon*
dition of poac� and happinass. Th� convert finds peace and
joy la b�li�vlng� Th�r� is a awarrangamont of the mental
pattam. Tha whole p�rBonallty tmdergoos a process of re-
oonstruction resulting in a redlractlon of aims and a now
quality of �motional rospons� to the matarlal and social �n-
vironmont �
Hhat actually happans In a man's personality? "From
��lro�st Tiailt�, Christian Life and a� Uneonseloua
(Row Yorkt Harper and a�o8., IS&STTpp* 50=33".
g^Ibld*. p* 51
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th� dlTlne side ths ehange of heart is called regeneration,
the new birth; from the human side it Is ealled oonTersloa.
In regeneration the soul is passive? in oonversion ... it
is active,�54 Ths new birth Is t4ie result of oommunlcatloa
of divine life to the soul. It is a new birth because a new
nature or heart is i!i5>art�d. The term heart as used in
scriptures means the sovl or self. It is that la man #ilch
thinks, feels, wlUs, and acts* Tims, the very dynamics of
personality ar� spiritixally transfoarawd in the new birth.
QIA resentments disappear whan attitudes are transformed.
Hew lnt�r�sts and a n�w sense of values ar� manlf�st bscaus�
id�al8 and sentiments are ren�w�d and red�em�d. Old habits
los� th�lr fore� and ar� replaced by new behavior patterns
e�nt�red ajpotind rl^teousness. The new birth is a rasult of
man eoop�ratlng with God. It is th� spiritual r�birth whieh
God has provldod for and wills for �vary man, Th� n�w birth
�id conversion are not �xactly s^onymous. The new birth is
d�op�r. It is posslbl� for conversion to b� only psyohelog�
ical. As a result of admiration and contea^lation a man
could actively desire to reform without the willingness to
b� transformed. But ^mi thore la submission to the Spirit
and will of Qod the springs of human behavior are transformed.
Thus, it takes God and man to make this new oreatur� called
�'*Thi�S8�n, oj�. cit.. p. 367.
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a Otolatlan. Man aamwjt bo Just passive.�^
Truo ObPlstlan conversion has a deeper content than
psychological change* The will is an ii^rtant factor in
conversion* 3h tru� conversion, the will of man comes into
line with th� will of God* Hew birth and eternal life ar�
th� gift of Ood, conversion is the aet of choice by which a
man receives God�s gifts*
Tim word conversion means a turning, a change of
direction, an alteration In aesntal attitudas and belief.
It is a conscious act of th� mind by which former beliefs
are dlseaz^ed and new beliefs take their place. It does
not necessarily imply new birth, or reg�n�rat ion ,
although it may b� aocoH5>ani�d by n�w blrth,'�
Sine� conversion involves an act of th� will. It is ofton
accompanied by some degree of <^tional dlstxirbano� . Alldtiough
it is a eonscioua and deliberate movement of th� mlxKl in a
new pattern, it is not the same thing as new birth*
The new birth takes place in th� d�pths of a loan's
personality* ^t is not primarily a change of material
already present, but a new principle is Introduced Into th�
centor of life. It is wrought by th� Spirit of God. How
ever, Ood never works by iii^oslng from without, but rathor
B� works by moulding from within. Th� new birth is un-
^^* Curry Mavis, "Principles of Pastoral Counseling"
(Class Lootw� Hot�s, Asbury Theological Seminary, Wllmore,
Kentucky, Spring, 1960), p. 4,
^%hlt�, 02., olt*. p* 29.
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oonseiouB in its ineeption, but manifested through conscious
means and is know for eer>tain as fact by faith in what Ood
Ms revealed in the Sew Testament. "A new birth is a major
change In life whether sudden and dramatic or quiet and
inconspicuous�"�'''
There are three cardinal signs of the new birth. The
first is a desire to pray. It is as natural for the bom-
again man to ery to God and commune with Him as it Is for the
new-bom babe to cry. Secondly, there is a distinctive
desire to bring others, especially friends and relatives, to
a knowledge of Ohrist. The third characteristic is the
desire to belong to and fellowship with some groi^ of Chris
tians. The local clmrch affords the opportunity of fellow
ship, worship, and nuture for the new-bom in Ohrist .^8
Although, the terms conversion and the new birth are
often used interchangeably, they are not conyjletely syno
nymous. This writer has endeavored to show the distinction.
ait for practical ptirposes there Is only one observable
result, the new man. The essential mark of the conversion-
new birth experience is the distinctiveness of the trans-
forxaation, Hairoony within is manifested in hai*iony without.
0<MBHnjinion within is evidenced by outward devotion to Christ
Johnson, o�, cit., p, 126.
^%hite, 0�, olt., pp^ 58, 39.
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and His causa*
rr. THE IXKERIEHCE OP PORGIVCTESS
Nothing but Qodts forgivenoss can wipo away tha stains
and hoal tha scars of sin. The soul is never truly at peace
that lives in sin. The oaly relief froa the pains of sin in
the soul and the only hope for a distressed conscience are
foxmd in exporiancing the pardoning love of God. Forgiveness
is the nattunail consequence and reward of repentanoe. Once
the sinner is genuini^y resolved to lead a new life, he
�Kperiences God's forgiveness and is left with a feeling of
acceptance, and approval. Through this expression of for-
givimess, he is assured that God sees and vmderstands his
problams of life. Forgiveness draws an absolute veil of
oblivion over confessed sins, even before the eyes of God.
"And ^eir sins and iniquities will I romejnber no more,"'�
The miracle of forgiveness is not merely that it
wipes away the account of special sin, but that is has
the wonderful power of redeeming and transforming the
sinful spirit, and of rooting out the desire to sin. Its
work is radical and goes deep. It is a part of the
process of forming a new creat\jr�, of re-creating the
whole life into spiritual sanity and health
A man needs to get the forgiveness of his brother for
�%ebrew8 10:17.
^^'oilver Huokel, Spiritual Surgery (New York: Thomas
Y. Crowell Co., 1912), p. 69.
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%h� wongs be has done to him* If he is not willing to make
things rlf^at so far as possible, he has no sight to ask God
to fovglve him. There are times when both eonfesslon and
restitution are ia^erative. The Ohristian religl<m is not
Just between a man and his God; it also Involves right rela
tions with his brother man. There la nothing that will stunt
spiritual growth as much as an unforgiving spirit. This kind
of spirit can only be resolved through the active power of
Christ within one's life,
A man may seek forgiveness from his fellowmen and
�adeavor to make restitution but a real e^erienoe of ttie
power of God is necessary to suffice. For no forgiveness so
deeply affects the whole being as does God's. Ho other
power oan reach down into the very depths of the personality
and transform It Into a new creature by His Spirit's work
ing.*^
The ohristian e:x^rience of forgiveness is not an
eamed acquittal nor an indulgent dismissal of the
guilty. It is not, primarily, a forensic affair at
all, Man, repentant, faces the transforming .reorder
ing inpact of God's grace on man's disorder-
^
Scripture promises are �asgphatlc on th� fact of divine
forgiveness. Th� propor conception of God's forgiveness is
the restoration of relationship. It means that the believer's
*^Van Basklrk, o�, olt . . p, 1(^.
42outl�r, 0�, elt.. pp. 235-236.
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p�lation�hip with God la aa though ho had novar slnnad.
Foj�glwen�8s Inoludaa �ia aadlng of penalty, RoweTor, fopglv�-
noBs doos not oanoel all the effects and consequences of sin.
fhmr continue, although forgiveness changes their nature and
effect on personality. The �witral idea in forglveneaa is
that it brings at once the restoration of the father-son
relationship ihich sin has broken. No itatter idiat conse
quences may have to be borne, the relationship is as true as
it was before sin broke it. This is �mly possible through
the pardoning love of God.**
V. THE SENSE OP ASSURAHCE
No one knows better l^an God, the Creator of ths race,
Just how harmful It Is for man to continually feel uncertain.
God never intended for Ma creatures to be insecure; and man
was not that way ventil he sinned sooA turned his back on God,
the very source of all certainty and security. Inseextrlty
Is definitely opposed to God's nature. He is the author of
all seexirlty and is ooa^lete security in Himself. There is
absolutely nothing in this world than eaxi con^are with ths
seeurity that is found in God,**
^Nlsatherhead, o�, cit., pp. 536-338,
**Clyde Harramore, The Way to Happiness (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Zondervan Publlsixing House , 195^! J , pp � 174-176,
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Th* term "aisuranee" la most eommonly used to denote
the firm persuasion of one's own salvation. Salvation from
sin Is a transaction In which aae finds Qod, The Individual
eomea to know God, and enters into conscious comaBanlon with
Htm. Assurance of personal salvation is that which one be
lieves is true concerning himself at any given time.
Assurance comes by way of the witness of the Holy
Spirit of God} but nevertheless the Spirit refers the soul
to the promises in the Word of God, and assurance comes wh�n
a i^n believes th�m. John Wesley es^haslzed the witness of
the Spirit. He held that*
. � * the testimony of the Spirit is an inward im
pression on the soul, whereby the Spirit of God directly
witnesses to spirit that I am a dtiild of Godj that
Jesus Ohrist hath loved me, and given Himself for nej
and that all my tins are blotted out, and I, even X, am
reconciled to God.^S
Th� witness of th� Spirit brings a sense of forgiveness of
sins and at the same time a sense of belonging to God. Thore
is a consciousness of a new spiritual relationship with God
in contrast to the old llf�. It is this conscious union with
Ohrist which gives assurance of salvation. Th� witness of
th� Spirit, although a new and direct revelation from God to
th� b�li�v�r, str�ngth�ns pr�viou8ly �xlstlng faith imtil h�
who possessss this faith cannot any longer doubt that he
possssses it.
*�Wiley and Ciilbertson, aj^* cit., p. 293.
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OJxplstlan assurance helps meet raany basic needs ot
the huiaan personality. Men crave security and certainty.
Certitude regaining spiritual things is highly desirable.
The Soriptures teach that the normal Christian dxperienc� is
one in whieh the Christiui has conscious acceptance with God.
The enjoyment of the Christian faith lies in assurance.
Asstirance of eternal life is obtained by believing God's
testimony. The conditions having been met, God's Word says
the result is salvation. Some measure of assurance may be
had by inference. There are marks of a changed life and
fruits of the CSiristlan life* A clear conscience In con
trast to a former evil conscleaaoe eontrlbutes to the sense
of assxirance.
Christian assurance comes throttgh the experience of
divine forgiveness* There is psychological as well as
spiritual ehange when the load of sin Is lifted. This results
In a sense of right and rl^teoua living. This way of life
is manifested in a new love for others. Then there is an
awareness of smship. This assurance of adoption is not
ooly that the converted sinner has the forgiveness and favor
of God, but also a feeling of "belongingness" in the family
of God. Christian assurance has definite psychological-
spiritual sigiifloanc� for the individual. It helps him to
accept himself, even with his limitations. Estrangement is
abolished and replaced by a feeling of security. An ass\ir-
S8
ane� of dlTlso aoe�pt�aoe pxH�vides a measure of status and
reeognltiem. There is a consoioumess of belonging to Ood
and belonging to a body of believers and even to a looal
church , Christian assurance promotes purposefulness in this
life and eonfidenee in the future life.*� Others things
that certainty produces are steadfastness of pxxrpose, discem-
BMMit to know the will of God, growth and stability In grace,
victorious living and peaceful dying.
Asstirance is the privilege of every Ohristian believer.
Anyone idio lives without It is living beneath the Hew Testa
ment norm of Christian eisperienoe. The Christian has a
positive assurance of God's faithfulness. This not only
brings a feeling of spiritual security but the relaxation
whl&h coB�s from trust in a cou^jetent God contributes to
good mental health.
VI, PffiSOHAL COMMITMEBT OF THE LIFE.
The surrender that a man makes at the time of his
eonverslon is but th� beginning. Befor� he goes vory far he
beoomos aware that Ohristian discipleship demands a total
eoBsnitment of the llf�. Christ dwslling in his heart m�ans
that his affection cent�rs in Him. Th� whol� conception of
the relationship of the b�llev�r to Christ as �acpoundod in
*%avis, 0�, cit.. p. 5.
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tbm PAulln* epistles implies an organic unity. The believer
is in C3hrist and Christ is in the believer. In fact, Christ
is the life,
fhis is not to infer that personality of the believer
ceases to function, or that he loses his individuality. But
when Christ dwells In the heart a new motive and a now goal
are given to all the forces latent in th� adnd, so that th�
whole diroctlos of life and conduct undergoes alteration.
Instincts are not subdued but are given a now aim. Mftey are
r�dir�oted by th� Holy Spirit of God.
When a mm totally abandons self and surrenders to
th� oomplet� will of Qod, th� presence of Christ fills his
life, This Presence is th� sooirc� of power for living a
victorious CSiristian llf�. His pressnc� in the heart is the
source of love, for "God is love,* Warn praotlcing the
presenoe of God, a man may b� �xpected to b� guided by Him,
An individual can realize th� will of God and His dlreotlon
just as far as he Is willioig to go, This does not mean that
He directs �very p�tty detail of life, for God �xpects man
to us� th� reason and intelligence H� has given him, Howover,
th� llf� that is controlled and energized by the Holy Spirit
of God has an underlying isaity of purity anA perfect love.
This is the quality cojaaonly spoken of as holiness. Th�
llf� of lK>lln�sB is charact�riz�d by a racoil of th� pur�
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aeviX tram sin and a love for righteousness.*'''
Holiness is the readjustment of our vhole nature,
whereby tha inferior appetites and propensities are sub
ordinated, and the superior intellectual and moral powers
are restored to their sunr�aacy; and Christ reigns in a
completed renewed soul.*�
Here is true integration of persaaalityl
A life characterized by holiness and viotory is only
possible when there is oonplete surrender to Ctod, Personal
ooBBnitment of the life to His power. His will, and His guid
ance is the Christian's secret of a happy, well-integrated
life*
^''wiley and Culbertson, o�. cit., pp. 317-323.
*�Ibld., p. 324.
ELEMSITS 0P CHRISTIAH LIVIBG WHICH
ARB IMPORTAHT TO MOTAIi HEALTH
The Cl^lstiaB religion seeks the good life, and the
gpdly life. It oherlahes and preserves huuain values, Th�
Christian's God is not indifferent to human values. Th�
Almighty works in oo�operation with man to achieve within
him th� princlplos whloh make for a good life as well as a
�odly life,
(Xbriatian experience contributes to a balanced life.
This does not mean an insensitlv� or indifferraat life. It
Is not that th� one ^o is a Christian will not �xperieno�
fear, worry, griof or Indignation, et cetera,} or that he will
not become aroused or excited and depressed or sullen, but
that h� takes all these things noznaally without collapsing.
"Health of soul depends upon facing th� situation, analyzing
It coa?rectly, and securing an adequate adjustment to it."'^
Christianity calls for one to acknowledge his Imper
fections and sins aM face hlinaelf and th� facts, frankly
and clearly. This kind of perspectiv� contributes to mental
health, "The best life is livsd, not on th� low levols of
�asy standards, but on tti� higher levels usher� one earnestly
^Charles T. Holman, The Cur� of Souls {Chicago: Th�
trniv�rslty of Chicago Pr�ss7Tt952T7 P�
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strives towsd^d ths Msal."^ It Is certainly an aid to siental
fitness to feel that one Is living rightly, �specially In a
world whose laws require that he raust reap what he sows, m
tiiHes of distress he can appeal to th.at same spirit of right
eousness. There need b� no regrets for right living. The
principle of righteousness gives a man something to live by
and something to die by. Such a faith and conviction brings
a sense of purposefulness and soB^thing worth living for as
well as something to live by, "Healthy religious beliefs
ar� c<mstant, supportive, yet flexibl� la adaptation to new
insights, discoveries, md infoj�ation.'*^ By its very
principles true Christianity inspires healthy living.
I, THCTE GSRIB'SIM LlVHa AS 0OHDUCIVS
TO HIOIfflE AW HEALTH
lentsl and �sratlonal troubles are mainly due to a
faulty adjustment to life and reality, A vital Christian
religion offers a great stimulus to adiu8tm�rit. Msntal
^giene is very much a matter of understanding human natur�.
Knowledge of the body and th� simple principles i^lch govern
physical health is very valuable and tends toward physical
^Ibid , . p, 218.
%eith W. Keidel, "Roligious Influenooa for Mmtal
Health," The Journal of fastoral Oar�, XI (Spring, 1957),
p, 23,
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fitness, Furthwmv, a kaowlddge of the working of the mind
can prevent psyehoXogloal dialatrmny to a great degree.*
"After ail, in many ways health is a state of mind, and one's
eanotional and msaital well-being is Inexojwtbly entwined with
the physioal processes of life.*�
Obristian living maintains health through the creation
and sustenance of proper mental, waotional and spiritual
attitudes �
The CJbristian Religion replaces the negative exper�
iwsice of guilt with the positive realization of forgive
ness! self,>e�ateredness with consecration; fear and
worries with faitti; anger with self control; hatred and
resentment with love; inferiority attitudes with seourit;;;
tha deprivation of lov� with a sense of both being wantod
and batng n��d�d In (Jod's univers�.�
Tim Christian religion givas a man a ke�n�r consclone� to
follow the rules of good hoalth, idiich ar� indir�otly th�
laws of God for man's good* Sine� th� Ohristian saeks to
liv� for th� honor and ^ory of God, it is li^erative that he
be as healthy as he oan .
Christianity not only promotas good porsonal hoalth
but It fosters l^gien� Mid public health activitias for th�
^Leslie D. Weatherhead, Psyi^holo^ and Life (Kew York:
Abingdon-Cokeabury Press, 1935), p. SO,
%oward M. Kravetz, "Illness and Raliglon," Th� Jotirnal
9t Paatoral Care. XII (Pall, 1958), p* 175.
^ank B. Stanger, ^ Workmn That N��d�th Hot to Ba
ASharaod (Louisville, Kentucky: ThM Herald Press, 1958), p. 170.
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ooiaraon good. It ie more than mere colnoidenoe that the best
health of the human raoe exists in the lands where ^e people
have been evangelised by the Oospel of Ohrist. High religion
and the lowest infimt and ohild mortality rates are ooexist
ent. Jiames Van aiskirk in his voltime, Heligion, Healing and
Health suggested nine oharaoteriatics of the Christian way
of life whish promote physioal and spiritual well-being and
health, fhe Christian religion approves and encourages
honest and honorable work, Oood honest work brings satisfac
tion, gives exercise, and helps the body and mind to function
ps^perly. Rest, relaxation and recreation logically follow
good hard work. A man must relax in order to rest, and
religion helps him to do so, The Christian learns to commit
himself and all his cares, that bring tensions, to the Lord,
The religietis habits of the Christian contribute to relaxa
tion and recreation. His habit of reading the Bible and
prayer, his attendance at the services of the church, and his
high appreciation for music all help to restore and sustain
him in health. 2h his devotion to the Lord the Christian
literally "renews his strength". The Ohristian religion
offers faith to replace fear. The forgiveness offered through
Ohrist brings deliverance from th� burdm of guilt, Qwdgee
and hates ar� subdued and ther� is lov� for on� another.'^
"7 Jamas D, Van Buskirk, Rallgloa, Hoallng and Haal^l^
{N�w York I Th� Macmlllan OoB^pany, 1952), pp. 121-148,
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Th* Christian religion teaohas and encourages the
proper care of the body, the mind, and the spirit . Chris
tianity inspires habits of clean living, fh� use of alcohol,
tobaeco, certain drugs and barbituates t*iich are harsiful to
th� body is dlscowagod. !rh� tru� Ohristian views his body
as "th� t�^l� of th� Holy Spirit" and therefore he does not
desir� to do things th&t will harm or taar that t^aapl�. H�
wants to keop it �loan, fh� Christian is not only conc�m�d
with his own health, but is is usually the Christian poopl�
who load in the coMBJunity health aiKl hygiene activities.
fhis public health concern takes the efforts of Christian
pcopl� to th� national and international lovel. Besides th�
�nd�avor8 in govem��nt, the sending of Christian medical
doctors as missionaries to other lands is a definit� indioa-
tlon of th� Christian concern for th� h�alth of all men.
II. mm CHRISTIAH LIVIHG AS A PROVISIOH FOR
AH ADEQBATE PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE
A person's philosophy of life includes far mor� than
what h� expresses by woi?d of mouth to Other people. He may
say that his philosophy of life is one thing but th� princi
ples by ifiiioh he actually lives may be far different. A
philosophy really involves th� whol� inn�r life; it can only
partially be �xprosssd in words. A philosophy of life
. � � includos th� person's orientation to his world.
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Ms conception of Mmself and of the purpose of his
existenee, his system of loyalties and values, his system
of beliefs and attitudes, his aims, his ideals- his
modes of response, and his manner of thinking,�
"The need of a constructive philosophy of life if on� is to
have total health is an inescapable experience in mature and
thoughtfia people."�
Th� veau� of a philosophy of life . Thar� are definite
advantages in having a syatemtio organiaation of our valuos
and principles. A definite philosophy of life serves as a
eoaqjass to help a person al<�ig the way of life. A good
philosepy of life provides principles of guidance for be
havior. Purthermor�, it gives directl<m to life. This la
invaluable b�cause a parson going nowhor� arrives at no
certain destination. If a person's philosophy is organized
around a doflnit� purpose, h� will develop a unlflod per
sonality. He will be well enough Integratod so that he can
think, feel, and act appropriately in the various situations
of life. Anothor benefit of a sotmd philosophy is that it
givss Motional independence. When lif� has ptirpose and
dlrootion, a person will not be subject to iftiims, unrealistic
feelings, and fr�ak �imjtlons. Finally, an Moquat� phllos-
^c. B. Eavey, Principles of Mental Health for Christian
Living {Chicago! Moody Press, l95I), p. loWt
%arry E. Posdick, On Being A Real Person (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1943), p. 256.""
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opJjy fosters a plan for living, A plan which is conducive
to the aany adjusteents whida are necessary during th� course
of life, AdjuststtBit includes selecting and guiding th�
drives, th� indivldtial desirss to have function and subduing
th� othors. If h� ohooaos to live a clean a�ral life, h�
will sttbdu� thos� inhibitions which would work In contra
diction to his standards and his ^als. Adjustment also
involves the problem of living harmoniously with othor people;
and the problem of facing and resolving th� dangers and
difficulties of life. Man's adjustment to his eaavironment,
physical, social, end spiritual, is a necessity. Herein,
lies th� value of an adeqiiat� philosophy of life.-^�
Ghrlstian livini^ as a ffitide for an individual's philos
ophy, Tru� Christian religion provides for this adoquate
phlloi^rjhy of llfej and there Is no tru� life except in vital
connection with Gfod, The Christian life of personal ralatlon-
ship with God �nables a man to get away from himself by
giving himself wholly and complet�ly to God. With such an
awar�n�ss of God, he has an understanding Friend, to whom
h� oan go with all his problwas and diffleultioa . This re
lationship with God gives the Christian an unconquerabl�
faith and courage in th� fac� of discouragoment and mis
understand ing�faith to attsmpt th� impossible and faltii that
^^Eavoy, o�. cit.. pp. 117-121.
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keeps him steady sand o<�ig>osed even when ho lasete with nothing
but frustration .^-^^
A mental disturbanoe many times is the result of a
failure to make adequate adjustment to some unfortunate
eagperienoe. A man's philosophy of life and his religious
eonoeptions are the restilt of the experiences he has \mder~
gone. Kiis includes the teacMng he has received, hie inter
actions and considerations of the meaning of all the incidents
of his life. Many people choose to live in an imaginary
world, fhey assixEoe that the mishaps of life always happen
to the other fellow. %hi^, suddenly and unexpectedly, they
are struck by some accident or misfortune, they are caught
totally unprepared, fhe inability to adjust themselves to
this new and unhappy situation may result in nervous break
downs, moodiness, anxiety, despair, irritability, cynicism,
bitterness, and other unfortunate and degenerating attitudes.
Wvtm his religious faith man derives comfort in
danger, raisfortimo, illness and disillusionment. The
injustice which he is tmable to avenge, either through
his own power or through the law, la rendered more en
durable oy th� hop� that divine justice will infallibly
strike th� guilty one.*�
OMorlying all th� principles of mantal health Is a
basic philosophy�th� philosophy" of faith. This includes
^^Ibid . . pp. 123-124.
3-2Joachim Flescher, Mental Health and th� Prev^tion
of Keuirosis (New Yorki Liveright Puhlishing Corporation,
itsi), p, 440.
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faith in Ood. Then, there amst be faith in oneself, and
faith in others. This faith is manifested in the ability of
each person to Improve and grow, faith in the desir� and
capacity of hiiman beings to work out their problems cooper
atively, and faith in the essential doe�ncy of mankind. Thus,
a tru� philosophy of faith is a philosopy for good mental
health.-'*� a man oannot keop healthy v^y long without some
kind of faith. The Christian's faith in God helps him to
fonmlate his philosoj^y of life. It gives him soiMthing to
live for and a guide to live by.
The primazy cause of th� typical moral and mental
eollaps� is th� lack of an adequat� philosophy of life. That
is, a man has no system of valid principles which vital! a�
and stabilise him day by day. In order to endure th� stress
of this day and ag�. It is iB^eratlv� that personality be
fortified by oemviotims whi^ ar� real, inspiring, and
i^llcabl� to th� indlvldtial circtaastancos. Sincerity alone
is not �siou^. A man's convictions must be wedd�d to solid
fact in order to funetlcsi effectively during a crisis. Her�
is th� genius of the Ohrlatian faith. Its tmats are con
victions based on fact. To b� sur�, this kind of faith can
show results. A man's mental attitud� influences his bodily
^%arry Milt , How To Peal With Mental Problems (Hew
York! Hational Association for "Mental "e'al'th, 1^60), p. 9.
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pz^oesses. If h� ean reoogniae and rely on supreme realities
and moral prineiplee, lie will have a solid basis for good
mental health. As long as everything is going smoothly, a
man can drift on in the sea of life and the defects of a
treacherous philosophy of lif� ar� not likely to be B�d�
aiwaif�st. What he believes and trusts amy not b� practically
seen xmless his governing principles are soverly tested.
However, when a crisis arises, temptations assail, fortune
takes wings, friends grow cold, health breaks, and Itaiellnesa
oppresses, it is then tMt th� absurdity of a false view of
life is glaringly disclosed.
For �xaaipl�, th� man 1^0 is morally ccaiftuscd or de
feated has been b�tray�d by, or has betray�d, a phllosoj^y
of lif� stoleh is opposed to eternal realities. He has gone
against dacency, honor, brotherly love, md trusting God,
Jesus understood this basic law of normal living. He closed
th� Sermon on the Mount, *ilch is a sxjoaaary of His teaching,
with a molmrn declaration that thos� who heard His sayings
and obeyed them would b� as a man i^o built his house on th�
rockf thos� who disregarded them wer� ccH^ared to one who
builds on th� sand.^* Th� two houses ifelch Jesus refers to
may b� compared to two parsons. Th� two men may or may not
be much alike in ability, social standing, md material
^%atth�w 7t24-29.
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pirospejpity. Ba% hotix heard Jeaua eaihort aen to ovepoome
evil i�ith good. Both had heard Jesus es^ound tSie ftmdamentals
of ths Ohristlao life. Sa this respeot they wer� on a parity.
However, a sharp distinetion divided the two men. The one
had heard and heeded the teaohings of Jesus? the other heard
hut rejected them. Ther� was a period of tim� wh�n all s��med
to b� well for both of thorn. But, i^e t�sts of advorsity,
daprivatitm, and sorrow came. Th� man whose lif� was r�gu�
latad by (aarist'a philosophy of lif� was xinshaken, Th�
crisis m�r�ly diaclos<Kl th� solidarity of th� foundations
upon #iich h� had �rooted th� superstruotur� of his way of
living, tn contrast, the man whos� lif� was gov�m�d by
deception, illusion, unreality, and fraiid collapsed. The
erisis overtook and overwhelmed him.^S
This sto3?y indicates that it does actually matter
idmt a man believes in and dspmds on and is guided by. YiHbat
he is ooBQBittsd to with all his haart arousas f��ling and
than congruous action. If a man places his confidence in
sham or falsehood or error, in the day of reckoning he will
be dioaoralized and a nervous collapse may occur. But if a
man puts his trust in truth and goodness and active support
of Qod, he will b� abl� to withstand th� attacks of mis-
^Barl B. Stola, Tricks Our Minds Play On Us CHashvill�:
Ookosbuirr I*e�s� 1939), pp. 8^7-!^41,
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fortune* 3^8te�id of destroying mental bealth, an eaaerg^oy
met uSRler Ood strength�Q8 and oonfirms normality.
The man who is controlled by a philosopby of recld.ess
ea^edienoy neglects self-respect and the welfare of others.
Bis blatant disregard for the power and 2im>oy of 6od is
opposing the vex>y nat\ire of the universe and is bound sooner
or later, to come to grief. He often does not avoid the
destinietion of mental health. In eontrast* the man who has
b��Q led into the experience and meaning of Christian living
is on the side of God and nature. Be is in synpathy and
harmony with the principles whieh govern the universe.
Hothing is more praotioal, more effective, and more conducive
to noxwQ. p�e�sonality than a sound Christian philos<^liy of
life* 4 substantial ^ilosophy is not made in a day. It is
nurtured la the school of Christian living. Moral strength
Is generated by each victory over inward conflicts and out
ward distresses. If tSrtB light already received is utilized,
tl^n new light breaks through. Faith in God is increased by
exercise. True Ohristian religl(^ is not a system of rules
and practices which make for pleasant experiences and are
collectively called life.
Vital Christianity le a relationship with a Perscaial
Power othor than and greater than man. It is a relationship
in which man develops a liholesome, hearty, and ntxcml person
ality as he seeks to achieve his destiny to honor and glorify
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God, In ordop to koop awntal and spiritual life on a high
plar� there uRiat he fre<iuent oontact with the source ot all
lire and growth. Ttoough coiamunlon a�d fellowship with God,
the Oltfistlaa reoalves Insight and courage. His faith in Ood
hslps him to fonmlate an adequat� philosophy of life.
th� way of Ohristian living, he aohlevos good menteO. health,
a wholesoae outlook on life and an insight into the forces
which sustain hlBi,�'-6
III. THE STIKULgS OP TSUE CHHISTIAH LIVIKJ TO
ADEQUATE PERSOHALmT DIVELOPMEOT
The acceptance of the Christian philosophy of lif�
will do much to develop and ntaintain a satisfactorily inte
grated perscmality.
Tha (Birlstian way of llf� has within Itsslf , from a
psychological point of view, thre� great things: the
moral exaltation and integration of personality; the
sooial purification and enrlchmaat of nersonalityj the
spiritual fulfillffifKQt of personality.!"
Throughout th� centuries the Ohristlm religlcm has
held taao key to nwral stability and m�ntal health. It de-
maMs r�sp�ct for a Supreme Being and provides Incentive to
be of service to mankind. Thes� factors assist in providing
''�"Ibid., pp. 242-249,
^'john Martin, From Failure to Fulfillment (Hew Yorkt
The Maomlllan Ooi^mny, 1948), p, 1557
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a balanoa betvsen tbe egoistic and social motives ^Icb make
for a sound and socialized personality. Religion in general
offers an antidote for standardless living. UShen a man's
eharaoter rests on a foundation of intelligent religious
belief, he will be inclined to follow the dictates of socially
desirable principles. If he is actually ai^ seriously moti
vated by OiEPlatian principles, h� is likely to bo a well-
adjusted person. It is true that many so-called Ola^istlans
do not live up to the Ohristian ideal, but this does not
destroy the personality valuos inherent in the way of life
laid down by Ohrist and Hla Oospel .^^
Tixff Value QjC' purpose. Mental health requires that
th� Indlvldtml believe Sxi some ptirpos� in the total lif�-
proooss and likawise som� purpose in his own llf�. For a
man cajonot llv� on an Island of meaning surrounded by an
ocean of meanlnglessness. If th� unlvers� is crazy, then so
ar� its paz^s* It is a ftindamental truth that th� Christian
religion, with its faith in purpos�, lnt�lllg�ne�, and moral
ordor in the universe, furnishes an indispensabl� und�rgird-
tag for the health of personality.*"
l^L, P. Thorpe and J. H, lolllday, Personality and
X.ife (New Yorki Longman's, Green and Co., 1941 ) , pp. 226-228.
�^%ollo May, The Art of Counseltoig (lew York:
Ab lngdon-Ookesbvu?y Pre ss, idW), pp. E16-217 .
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A&vantmMB ot caarlstlan belief. Tbe prteolples of
Integrity lnh�3?ent In the Ohrletlao religion are f^tadamwatai
to tl� Bialntenanoe of civilization. The Christian religion
ppovldes a distinctive contribution towards emotional matur
ity and the integration of the individual personality.
Some of the advantages of religious belief may be
stated as follows � (1) It eneotn^ages the development of
those sooial skills that mean so much for winning the
approval of othors, (2) It recommends a humility whloh
in turn may tend to keep tim ego within bounds. (3) It
provides an avenue for the roaliaatlon of a balanced
blond between the self and selfless motives. (4) It
�ncourages self-indulgent individuals to perform as
duties those homely tasks ^Ich i^ey do not naturally
want to do, (5) It provides opportunities for service
In a compelllag cause. (6) It la an antidote for crude
pragmatism. (7) It offers a life plan resting on the
comforting factors of faith and hope, (8) Finally, it
offers a form of seeurity that may go far toward guard
ing the Individual against the various forms of psycho*
^gic|^ disorders to which the hiaaan personality is
In order to develop a sense of Integrity an individ
ual BRist Integrate his life around some ethical or religious
concepts. When a child is growing up, som� Integrating Idea
or ideal raust replace his parents as th� objects of dopsaj^-
ency and trust. This Idea or ideal must �rBtbrace such virtuss
as honor, grace, faith and courage. If the mature adult has
a core of security in his Inner being, he can transmit a
sense of trust to his children and thais start thm. on the way
2<%iorps and Bolllday, 0�, cit.. p, 220,
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to oaotional w�ll�*�jtog�^
Th^ vntltto of cnarlstlim Ideals . Ideals imre a dynamic
quality and are lmj>o3?tant for growth and development. The
Cla>lstlan religion offers Ideals that ar� not Just cold
abstractions but are warm and living realities. The "teita-
tlon of Qod" is regarded as the hlg^^st ideal, Tho Hew
Testament teaches that Qod's Son Jesus Ohrist is th� Divine
2xan5>le upon ^ftiioh human beings are called to pattern their
liv�s ,
With a Christian ideal w� get a stricter sense of
justice, a more coa^^lot� realization of duty, mor�
delleacy of feeling, greater r�fln�m�nt of mannor, more
kindliness and quicker sympathies; la short, although
Christianity Is more than more BK>rallty, no morality Is
so lofty as that formed on a Christian ideal.*�
Ohrist l.an faith as 511 aid to self acceptance. Tb�
CSterlstlan religion helps a man to accept himself and to b�
r�alistlc about his own abilities and capacities, Sam
aspects of his self ideal may b� iB^ossibl� to attain. Here
religion holps by t�adding humility and stressing Qod's lov�.
To b� realistic about lif� a man must admit sometimes that he
is wrong. The Christian religion �ndeavors to teach a man
^Ihlt� Hous� Confer�nc� Report on Children ai^ Youth,
"Religion as an aid to Healthy Personality," Pastoral Psychol-
ogy (October, 1952), p. 36.
T. Schofiold. Th� Springs of Character (London t
Hoddor and Strou^ton, 1901), p . ^10 .
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to recognlae and oonfoas his faults and failures . For womsHAt
the parable of the prodigal son teaches the value of facing
failure, seeking forgiveness, smd beginning anew. Th�
Christian religion provides hi^ ideals Whloh ar� an inspira
tion and a ehall�age. It helps llf� to beooae significant,
joyous, and rewarding,
Th� Christian view is that man's organism was planned
by an all-wise and all-loving Cfreator, This In turn leads
to an attitxtde of self-^ceptanoe , which regards all aspaots
of th� 8�lf as utHlzabl� If properly lui^erstood and related.
An attitude like this is an important attribut� of a hoalthy
personality. Healthy self-acceptance also InclMes rejoiolng
in ono's special abilities and aptitudes and recognizing
without resentm�at one's special limitations. Abilities
should be reeognlzdd as gifts of Ood to be enjoyed and used
for th� joy of othors. Tbe Ol^iatlan rollglon helps the
individual to view his limitations within th� framework of a
lively sens� of God's lov�. By so doing, they ean b� accepted
without devastating �motional turmoil,�^ Hnhappy situations
are only symptoms that betray th� inadequacy of the parsonal-
Ities whloh produce them.^*
^^White Ecus� Conferonc� Report, o�. cit,, p. 38.
2%lanche Carrier, Free to Grow (Mew York; Harper and
Brothers, 1951), p. 1,
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Ohylatlan living as exi aid to porsonal Itv Integration*
Psyohologloally speaMng, the human personality inoludes not
only whatever soelal graces and winsomeness one may have, hut
also health, appearance, character, and ability, "personality
at its psyohologloal best Is a human organization in which
Integration bxhA unity have been achieved, "^^ The extent and
quality of personality organisation is determined lay three
things} environmental influences, native abilities, and the
eontx>olllng jdiilosophy of one's life. There are thre� ways
In whloh the Ohristian religion may organize or reconstitute
personal ity�definit� conversion, gradual growth, and splrlt-
tial llltmination , Conversion ia th� evangelical connotation
involves a radical recentering of th� personality. Then the
Christian life of fellowship with Christ nurturoa aad
aatur�8 ti� personality. Th� xncst nobl� p�rsonality, accord
ing to Jesus Christ, is the one ssost marli^d by godllkeness*
10 th� parables of St, lAike, Chapter 15, Jesus Intro*
duoed and characterised four types of lost humanity and Qod's
concern for their rescue�the ijmpulslv� aad obtusoly negli
gent, the ujaderprlvileged caused by a lowly birth or environ-
a�at or both, the thrill-seeking, and th� dutiful but im-
charitabl� and harsh. Each class needed a reoentering of
life, a traumatic �xperienc� of the grace of Qod. Further-
^Stola, o�,. cit,, p, 175.
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BJore, the wholesome personality is constantly undergoing a
process in which progressively higher intergrations are
achieved. Christiamity rooted in the realities of personal
experience is a co-ordinating and controlling factor.
The vast majority of otjr mental experiences are not
ateple and \aimixed but coinplicated . m many oases spiritual
and moral eontrol ia exercised in a process of substitution
�b�rsby an unwortlsy response is displaced by a sanctioned
behavior*
The final fulflllwmt of personality is found In the
spiritual ways of life that are at the heart of the
Cbristian faith ... Jesus pointed th� way of the spirit
to tti� fuln�88 of life in fellowship with Ood and man.
He is "Th� way* th� truth, and th� life". The ways of
the spirit in tb* realisation of life are charted bv^
Him and Be is th� "li^t which light�th every man."***
Christian living at its best produces durability,
integration of character, and psychological freshness. It
offers extended years of challenge and sorvice, widening
�thleal ai^ spiritual vision, haai^ny, stability, efficiency,
health and a sense of well being. Christianity rooted in
the realities of personal experience is a co-ordinating and
cont3?olling intQr�st. Indubitably Christian living provides
for adequate personality development.
2%artin, o�. cit., p. 141.
CHAPTER V
THE COHTRIBOTIOH OF CHRISTIAN HESOtFRCES TO
THE MENTAL HEALTH OF THE IHDIVIDHAL
The resouroes ot the Christian religion are strong in
the maintenance of hoalth and iAio recovery of health. The
Ohristian religion always has been tiie most powerful reaoxirce
for meeting man's needs.
It unifies their discordant iH5>ulse about noble pur
poses? It effects satisfying social adjustment, both in
human and cosmic relationships; it gives life meaning
and value.^
The cause of Christ throu|^ the Ohristian religion provides
a cause to which a nan can devote his life with unqualified
loyalty. It provides a basis for man to have fellowship with
his God and with his fellowmen. True Christian religion
gives assurance of the si^ifioance of all of life.
Christianity and mental health (and mental health pro
grams) have much in common in that they both aim at right
living. The true Christian life Is characterized by high
Ideals and high ethical standards, fhis guards much against
guilt, regret, and uncertainty, caarlstianity holds higher
standards but it also offers resources beyond those of mental
hygiene .
Charles T. Holman, The Cure of Souls (Chicago; The
University of Chicago Pres87~T9^2 j, p. 22b.
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When a pereon accepts, e3eplox>es, and iises the resources
which reside In God and the Christian faith, he is not flee
ing from life's tribulations. While a vital Christian faith
may not resolve all conflicts, some of which require a
decision between two co\arses of conduct equally ethical, yet
those fftio love God and find in Him resources for help and
guidance will not utterly fall. Ihen facing even the minor
ills of everyday living, a vital faith in God can do much to
improve the state of a person's health.
I. RESOLOTIOT OF GUILT, COHPESSIOH,
AHD FORGiraSSS OP SBIS
Um>epented sin is a great cause of human anxiety
according to Christian diagnosis. Unresolved guilt feelings
play a considerable part in mental life, both in healthy and
in sick minds. Restlessness, fear, confusion, and sens� of
futility are various evid�nces of th� spiritual sickness of
mankind. This malady tho Bible calls sin. �^om a psyoho
logloal point of viow sin is a misdiraction of th� �nergies
of man."^ Guilt is closely connected with sin. When it Is
realized that sin is antagonism to the nature, laws, and will
of God and sometimes th� laws of man the result is a con
sciousness of transgression. This sensitiv�n�ss of moral
^Ernest White, Christian Ljfe and The Unconscious
{Hew York! Harper and Brothers , 1955 ) , p. ISO.
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disoonment and feeling within the conscience is described
as guilt,
A man laay be legally guilty because he has broken the
laws of his government. Also, when a man breaks God's laws,
he is guilty before God, and comes under His condemnation.
In this sense the Bible tells us the whole world ia guilty.
Then, there is th� guilt feeling a man has whan his oon
seienoe condems him. He probably d�v�lops this sons� of
guilt v�3?y �arly in life, �v�n b�for� school age. This
guilt is closely associated with ttie moral censorship within
an individual wh�r�by he distinguishes right from wrong.
Psychologists allow that th� principle of wrong doing mast
bring jmnislmient is vea^y deeply implanted in th� mind. Also
th� idea that sin imist be atonsd for by some form of suffer
ing, self inflicted or otherwise is resident in th� mind.
B�cau3� of thes� r�asons guilt often brings about physical
or mental suffering. Often th� sufferer is unaware of any
connection b�tw�en his guilt and his syBg5toms. m other
instances he regards his illnsss as a pimishment for sins
and sent by God,"^
Th�r� is only on� way that leads to soul harmony. It
involves th� painful acknowlodgaent of these sins, by con
fession, renunciation, restitution Cwherev�r this
is possibl�)
^Ibid., pp. 152-155.
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and oomplete relianee \xpon th� dlvin� grace of God for for-
giv�n�ss, help, and strength to lead a new life,^
No Cihrlstlan who understands and accepts th� fact of
God's forgiveness should ever continue for long in a
Stat� of guilt. Confession and acceptance of th� prom
ises of forgiv�n�ss to be found in th� Bible should rid
him of it. It is sxirprising to find how ignorant some
people are about the meaning of forglvenoss. They never
oan �njoy poac� of mind boeaus� th�y are continually
hatmtad by th� memory of some past sin. They continually
dwell in the shadow of their own past misdeeds instead
of advancing into th� light and freedom of forgiveness
through Jesus Christ, ...
^uit� a large amount of guilt f��ling arises in the
minds of som� Christians because of misunderstanding.
This false guilt is often du� to a confusion of thou^t
conceiming sin and evll.�
It is an accepted fact that the Gospel of Christ still
solves the problems of guilt eind anxioty for mUlions of
p�opl� everywher�. Waen God forgives. He also forgets. For
a good many persons their religious faith is the only thing
that keeps them going. Without faith in Christ, they siugily
co\ild not make th� grade; but with It, th�y live sunny and
cheerful lives, and ar� a blessing to all those aroxand them.
Th� Christian Gospal so changes a man that h� is enabl� to
live in a world of frustration and d�f�at. It encourages
men to change the conditions of human lif� so that frustra
tion and d�f�at may not continue to b� inevitable for �very
*Simon Donigor, Religion and Humsuri Behavior (Haw York:
Association Press, 1954), p. &f �
^^t�, oj�, olt., pp. 155-157.
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ohlld of man. Christian faith not only brings resources for
this life, but tho real anchorage of the human soul Is In
that eternal life idiich Christ made available,�
Tbe conscience needs to be aroused and quickened or
men will continue to drift to low levels of unwholesome
living. If souls are to be made whole, they must be brought
to a conviction of sin. The Christian religion endeavors to
do this.
The need for confession of sin committed, or of wi�ong
done, has been steadily insisted upon by the Christian reli
gion aa a oonditlon of forgiveness and reoonolliatlon.
There is definite cathartic value in true confession.''' Real
oontrition and true repentance is the honest owning of the
wrong, and th� free aoceptanc� of r�sponsiblllty in ligtit of
God*s r^oeming lov� as r�v�aled in Christ Jesus, It is
mor� than mere self rebuke j it la accepting God's Just Judg
ment of vBifaith and sin. It Involves far more than an easy
rescue. There must be a frank confession of complete reli
ance on God's grace as the authentic power for reconciliation
to God, and recovery of moral insight and spiritual energy.�
lai� <mly grotJ^ on whieh God forgives is th� finished work
%onlg�r, o�. cit,, pp. 64-65.
''Holman, oe.. cit,, p. 241,
^Albert C. Outl�r, Psychotherapy and the Q^g-lgtian
Massag� (H�w York! Harpor & EEPOtners, publishers, 1954),
pp. 23(5-237 .
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of Ohrist on the oross, for it was there that the Lord bare
our sins in His own body cn the tree. Although laan cannot
uMerstand it all, yet there can be perfect confidence and
asstirance that past sins are forgiven and will no longer
rise up again.
The resolution of guilt, repentance, confession and a
sense of divine forgiveness are all factors in a vital
Claristian conversion experience. They continue to be opera"
tive in the life of th� Christian, When the angixish of
guilt is dissolved, and tensions are released by repentance
and confession, the power of Christ brings order out of
chaos, and haniony #iere ther� was disooiHi. Th� trend of a
Ban's lif� and his tastss ar� ooB^let�ly alt�r�d. H� e3Q)er-
iences harmony and peaoe with Ood and in turn with his
fellowmen. By the same means that h� foimd new life in
Ohrist, he endeavors to maintain and sustain that relation
ship.
II. FAITH
Faith is mo3?e than mere belief. "Paith is d�votion
of total porsonality in loyal assurance. . . . Th� dynamic
qtiality of faith is indicated in a volitional activity of
purpose, commitment, and steadfastness."^ True faith is a
%aul E. Johnson, Psygiology of Religion {Hew York:
Abingdon Pross, 1959), p. 200.
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working faith. As the law of the Ohristian life it is
always operative. Bhls devotion of faith integrates person
ality,
Tho emotional ijuality of faith is indloated in a
basic confidence and security that gives one assurance.
In this sense faith Is the opposite of fear, anxiety,
auid uncertainty. Without emotional security there Is no
relaxation, but tension, distress, and Instability.
Assurance is the tlvm emotional undertone that enables
one to have steady nerves and calm poise in the face of
danger or confusion .�'�^
One of th� characteristics of this spac�-ag� society
is insecurity. P�opl� long for security�financial security,
th�y desir� to b� secure in their home and family relation
ships, secur� in th�ir �cE^loyDsent and secure in their social
standing. Every man n�eds to f��l that he has something on
itftiich to anchor. Continual uncertainty is mental torture.
Howevor, the moat iiiportant security is often overlooked.
Psychiatrists and psychologists are beginning to admit that
faith in a Supreme Being brings stability and sscwity.
ladoed, an �nduring faith in th� living God is basic to all
othor Boctiritles dealr�d in life. Th� whole pattam of life,
now and for �t�mlty, hinges on th� inborn desire for secur
ity. It is not enough Juat to have faith. It must b� a
sscure faith in a changeless Almighty God. This kind of
faith will be certain for today, tomorrow and througlKJUt
10|bid., p. 200.
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�temlty.l^ It la on the aoraad hasls of God's power and
goodness and His Fatherhood. Such a faith in God gives
meaning to life and takes away the fear of death.
A supreme and overmastering faith in God will not
produce freedom from or annihilation of pain and suffering
but they are easier to bear litoen there is a living faitai.
Faith ia the bluest form of the will to live. It is not
static but dynamic, not just a theory but a living faith.
Faith is a grace of the Ohristian life. It is th�
power of God working in and thirou^ man's nature. The power
and presence of God wells up from within. "Th� quality of
personal faith is a d�t�3?minant sacond to none in hiaman
behavior.""^ Faith that works geiminatas powor in the lif�
and baoomos a motivating force. It Is aliv� and issues in
spiritual action. Faith frees a man from that unhealthy
feeling of aimlOBsnesa. It points toward goals that ar�
definite and worthwhile. Faith makes th� unseen f�lt as a
raality. Faith is th� lnn�r man's vision, his reason and
his light. It reaches out to discover and know God.
Faith is a reliano� as simple as posslbl� upon th�
word, power, and love of anothor*
^Clyde M. Harramore, This Way to Happiness (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan PuBlTsSIng"irouse , i^hu), h>. 173-174.
�^^Paul E. Jolmson, Personality and Religion (New
Yorki Abingdon Press, 1957), p. 222.
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Faith In its power to help you know, Understand, and
forgive other people liberates you from those unhealthy
attitudes of malice, bitterness, and depression which
destroy good health. �'�^
Vifhen faith is no longer strong within, then man la
weak, disorganized, and lost. Faith is dynamic in its action
upon mind and body. Faith and trust are vain without
obedience. The Bible presents faith in a two-fold way. The
practice of faith fallc upon man as a duty to exercise. It
is also a gift from above and this power to trust God belongs
to every man throu^ the help of the Holy Spirit. As a man
fights his doubts and gathers strength, he finds a stronger
faith than he had previously. Faith is cultivated by medi
tation upon the ways aM works of God. It was St, Augustine
who said, "Faith is to believe what we do not see; and the
reward of faith is to see what we believe." Faith Is a
vision, a quality, or capacity of th� soul for action whereby
spiritual truth is appreh�nd�d, and spiritual life is �ngen-
d�r�d. Faith binds th� CJhristlan to Christ as Saviour and
Lord, It makes th� unssen f�lt as a r�allty. Paith makes
God near and dear to the heart. It can exist only by th�
oporatlon of the Holy Spirit. It is Ohrist as Savior, and
not a system of truths, which is th� object of faith. Faith
in Christ is th� source of th� Ghrlstian lif�. This faith
�^John H. Miller, Take a Look at Yourself (Hew York:
Abingdon-GokeBbui>y Prsss, IMfeT, P. ISs.
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expanded beooaea the resoiiroe for maintaining and sustaining
the Christian life* Faith that does not control the life,
la not real faith.
III. PRAYER
Prayer Is a way of realizing the presence of God,
Prayer is a divine-human encounter. It is conEaunlon with
Qod, a way of receiving His guidance in living, a way of
committing oneself to Him In confidence and faith. Player
helps one to look beyond and above himself and his circum
stances. Prayer is the upreach of the soul of man in adora
tion, worship, thanksgiving, petition, supplication, and
intercession* Prayer Is bom out of humility and dependence
upon Qod. The inadequacy of human resources is urged as a
necessity for the no\irishment of the spiritual life through
prayer ,
Prayer is therapeutic but more than that it is
prophylactic. For prayer offers release from tensions and
stresses before physical symptoms have an opportunity to
develop. Burdens and cares ar� cast upon the Lord in prayer.
When man comes to God with his anxieties and probl�sis, he
comes to One in whom he has an absolute trust and reliance.
He "steals away" to unload his painful bxirdens, troublos,
and appr�h�nsions. H� also �x�roie�s consist� confidenc�
that God undarstands his e^rssssd needs as well as his
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lnwa3?d sigjbfl and �onuttarable concerns. Thi�ou^ this eaiperi-
ence of prayer his coa^lexes are solved, and his sotil expe
riences release and deliverance from inner tension arui tor
ment �
Pxirthermoape , man's trust that God not only understands
him but also is able to help, gives him solace, consolation,
new hope, and Increased faith. But above all, through
prayer there comes from God and flows into man's soul a
divine, spiritual energy that heals, strengthens, renews and
esqpowers those who seek and tznist Him.
Tho need for solitude is often overlooked in this day
of fast and congested living. Some would label solitude as
unhealthy introversion or even escapism. But solitude is
valuable to help one think oalndy or see clearly In true
perspective. Solitude through prayer is a way of standing
apart for another view of the situation confronting a man.
Thus, he oan be himself more honestly and decide for himself
more truly. The period or time of prayer oan be a reality,
a revelation of tmith, a resource for th� spirit by which to
depa]*t and llv� creatively .^-^^
Prayer gives the opportunity to affirm one's faith in
God. "Social relations are often external or casual, bxit in
pwiyer one may meet God in a profound experience of oommun-
^*Pa\a E. Johnson, Personality and Religion {New Yorks
Abingdon Pross, 1957), pp. 125-1^6.
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ion."-*-� True prayer la prayer that voices from the heart a
faith and confidence in God as never failing aM sufficient
for any and every need.
Prayer helps maintain health. But it is misleading
to give the impression that God will always restrain the
factors in illness in response to prayers of faith. While
thez^ is a strong presua^jtion in favor of the fact that it
is the will of God for people to have sufficient health to
do the work to which God has called them, still men cannot
be sure that it is always His will to answer every prayer to
hi&l sickness or to keep one well. There are repeated evi
dences today as well as in Bible times, that the prayers,
love, and concern of a large number of people have definite
effects upon the mind of another at the unconscious level,
which in turn have beneficial effects upon the body and/or
mind of the stiffering person.
The life of prayer is a positive help for good health.
It does not assure freedom from infections, physical Injury
or the wearing out of the bodyj but it does help a person to
stay free of the �motions and tensions which bring havoc to
health. Prayer is putting oneself in harmony with tho
Creator and God of the ongoing processes of life. Through
it roBouroos for living are found for a tru� prayer lif� is
Ibid., p. 126.
living in Hiffi and He in the person*
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IV. SCRIPTURES�BIBLE REACIHG
The Bible contains the fundamental principles of ssental
health, it speaks to every condition of life. Those who
are sick can find healing and comfort; those who ar� dis-
eouraged can find solace. There is rest for th� weary,
8tr�agth for tho weak, and guidance for th� confused. There
is eneouragement for the oppres8�d and warning for th�
oppr�8s�r. m th� Soriptur�s ar� found wisdom for �i� mind
and food for the soul. The Bible guides in the quest for
truth, in making decisions which concern daily life and in
praying. It has been a reliable guide for emperor and slave,
for saint and sinner. The prudent instruction of tim Bible
is loved by the wise for it �nablas on� to keep himself, his
passions, mid his actions under guidance by v^at he knows to
be right and n�c�ssary. Th� Bible is light for th� path of
life. The foolish are warned and rebuked th�reby,^'''
The Bible has a real bearing when it comes to mental
and emotional problems. It emphasizes the fundamental re�
latlonship which man has to God, to himself, and to others.
1� James D. Van Buskirk, Religion, Healing and Health
(Now York; The Maomillcm Oorspany, IsS^), p, 149.
^'''Goorg� E, fluedeking, Emotional Problems and the
Bibl� (Philadalphia: Muail�nb�rg Pr�ss, 1956), p. ^7
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Th� Bible toaoh�� that llf� Itself Is a gift of God. Th�r�-
for� th� body should be r�sp�ot�d as suoh a gift. Th� Bible
gives both th� good and bad sld� of llf� and people. It lays
bap� th� faots and doss not gloss over anything. Man is
better off to face real life with a realistic Bible than
with the popnilar illusions sometimes p3?omoted by the news-
papars, magaaines, movies, radio and television stories.
Therefore th� Bibl� contains many �assaiples of mistakes, �rror
and wrong idoals and sin. It does not display life as a lark
but shows som� of th� hazards and liksly problem of llf��
Th� Bible doos tindsrlln� God's direct personal in
terest in !^ n�0ds. And therefore this therapy may also
function in �motional disttirbances. For it is h�re, if
anywhar�, that I need assurance that �amest, honest
�fforts to attain splrittial matxirlty will hav� God's
approval. W� ar� fre� to assert therefor� that th�
knowledge of God's aotlv� lnt�r�st In oxir liv�8 can
assist th� natlv� powors of the mind to promote mental
hoallng. This will encourage us to continue to seek
mature adjustmsnts in life, when frustrations t�K5>t us .
to surrender to neurotic solutions to our difficulties .�
The Bibl� r�minds m�n to live in th� present t�ns�.
Th� exaphaais is now and today, Man ar� encouraged to "forget
those things which are behind." Thus, th� Bible strongly
teaches the responsibility for th� present, so that decisions
are to b� mad� and principles followed as If i3nis wer� th�
last day of lif�.
It is characteristic of th� neurotic personality or
^Qlbid.. p. 17.
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the laentally or emotionally disturbed to live In the past
and hope for the future and at the same time fall to face
the present realistically. There may be a rehashing of past
mistakes and regrets and an Ideation for the future but this
type of personality falls to meet his present problems head
on. The Bible teaches a man to be honest with himself and
his fellowmen. He must be honeat with himaelf in order to
be perfectly honest before God, The inner psychic conflicts
that arise from deceit (self deceit and the deceit of othera)
are likely to lead into neurotic Involvements. To deny or
to suppress the unwholesome feelings that may arise within
is a form of self-deceit. These too can grow into a serious
emotional conflict. It is much bettor if these feelings can
be acknowledged and openly faced rather than denied and dis
owned. The Bible encourages this very thing. Furthermore,
the Bible renders distinctive help in its witness to ti�
forgiving grace of God, It is this witness which helps In
emotional problems, for often it meets the problem squarely.
For many times, behind the emotional problem there is a
strong self condemnation or unreserved judgment against
oneself. When the distraught person can feel and rely upon
the forgiving and loving way in which God sees his life, he
finds support for a new way of life,-'^^
^^Ibld,, pp. 19-22,
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Christians who read th� Bibl� not out of duty, but In
devotion and love escperleno� great Joy and delist In going
to the Scriptures to revel In God's promises and in God's
love. The Soriptures glv� support and courage for spiritual
life aad devotion. The Bible helps in the pursuit of inte
gration by reminding man that he totally belongs to Qod.
Therefor�, th� goal of all Impulsos, drives, �motions, and
thoughts should be in accord with th� will of God.
Th� most cherished and best r^embered passag�8 r�veal
how largely th� writ�rs of th� Bibl� were conc�rn�d with
p�opl�'s inner life, with motives and difficulties, with
psychological health and happiness.
"Keep thy heart with all diligence, for out of It ar�
th� issues of llf�. . . . Th� good man out of t2i� good
troasur� of his hoart brlng�th fosrth good things, and
th� evil msBi out of th� evil tr�asur� of his heart bring-
�th forth �vll things. , . . Out of th� heart proc��ds
evil thoughts, fornications, thefts, amirders, adulteries,
oovetlngs, wickedness, deceit, lasclviousness, an evil
eye, railing, pride, foolishness. ... As a man thinketh,
so is he, . . * Sufficient unto th� day is the evil
thereof. , � . With what measure ye mete shall it be
measured to you again." All these verses�and the
Beatitudes might well be added�are statem�nts of vax-
qu�stioned psyohologloal fact. Again look at a few of
J�sus' exhortations: "Let yotir yea be yea and your nay
nay , . . B� not anxious therefor� for the morrow, , . .
Do not your rightoousnoss befor� men to be seen of them.
. . . Make frlaads with thin� en�my whilst thou art on
th� way with him. ... JUdge not that y� be not Judged,
... Lov� your �nerales and do good to them thatghat�
you and pray for them who despitefully use you.**''
It is obvious from thes� few observations that mental
^%h<aaa8 Ronnie and Luther Woodward, Mental Health in
Modern Society (New York: The Coimnon Wealth, 1948), pp. 261-S62.
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health principles are proalnent In tih& Bible, Th� Bible
helps to promote realism towards life. It stimulates the
native healing powers of th� soul. Th� Word keeps the mind
focused on the pr�s�nt. It �ncouragos honosty. The truths
and teachings of th� Bible are suppoirtlve and lead towards
ego-integration* God has guidance to give to man through
th� Bible. Within certain limits, the Word of God offers
help in the serious md generalized mental, physioal, and
spiritual diffleultioa of this g�n�ratlon.21
V , WORSHIP
Christian obsorvance of Sunday contributes to mental
health. Sunday is a day of Joy, a day of relaxing in the
lord. It is a relief that it la Simday and the day can bs
devoted to God and His worship. For the Christian, Sunday
is freedom from the cares of t�t� sscular, material world.
It means freedom to enjoy th� Saviour. Howaver, one day of
rast and worship in seven, is beneficial to mor� than th�
spiritual sld� of man . The phsrsical and th� m�ntal also have
opportunity for relaxation and renewal.
The worship service gives an emotional lift and a
sens� of righteousness awl a new hope for thos� who hav�
acquired a strong sens� of guilt, or have been frustrated
�Muedeklng, o�. cit . , p. 26.
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and broken in spirit by the Imrdships of life. On a plaque
at the Bok Singing Tower in central Florida are these words,
"I coiae here to find wyself . it is so easy to get lost in
the world." How tJfue this isj and it is in devoted worship
that a man can find himself and be refreshed at th� fountain
of living waters.
Worship is essentially th� adoration of God. In th�
wor^ip e:jQ>erieno� one rooognizes the presence and power of
God, appropriates His proffered benefactions and is moved to
obey His will. Worship eulminates in self-giving to God.
It fuxrthsrs th� r�ligious Intogration of porsonality,
fh� man nfoo bows in r�v�r�nce before God may become
aware of personality defects, and his energies may
heneefoi^ be redirected. Hatred may b� eradicated,
�xtr�m� self-abas�m�nt banished, mreasonabl� f�ars
dlspsrsed, anxiaty and distrust destroyad, and harsh
eirourastances faced with coxirage. Tension a�y give way
to relaxation, inward turmoil to th� tranquility of a
sotmd mind. He nho has oaxight th� spirit of th� uni
verse, or rather l�t himself be oaught by it, has
become still and learned that God is a living, sustain
ing $res�nc�. He is not far from th� kingdom of normal
ity .^S
Ifership is an �ffectiv� means for sectiring a total adjustment
of the personality to the environment upon which the health
of soul, body and mind depends.
The principle of worship is valid, for it builds cm th�
well-nigh universal n��d of peopl� to add up and find meaning
^%arl R. Stolz, Tricks Oup Minds Play to Us (Hashville,
Tennessee t Cokesbury J'rsss, 1S^9), p. 2517
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in their total experiences and to Integrate the saxas. Wor
ship enooxirages the tendency to aspire to values which are
yet unachieved but are within the range of possibility. If
worship, in its form and content, is aimed to serve the real
needs of worshippers, it will fortify their minds and
strengthen their spirits. Worship enhances th� sense of
personal worth, and also the worth of others. This contrib
utes to social vision, social action, eaid social solidarity.
Although worship is first of all an individual encounter, it
is also a socializing exp�rl�nc�.^
Worship is th� uniqu� �xperienc� which combines th�
9l�m�nts of man's inner irorld with laan's external world.
Worship s��ks r�sponse from and fellowship with the
ultimte Reality in the midst of i*iich our lives ar�
s�t. It seeks to know, and seeks inspiration to do,
th� Rill of God, and thus to maintain followship with
him.^
Th� central object of genuin� cairlstian worship is God as h�
is revealad In C3hrlst. The very fact that man can worship
aM has th� ability and understanding to do so is a gift of
God, The Almighty God is worthy of man's worship; man feels
th� ua?g� to respond with love, adoration, praise, confession,
and self-giving. Through these ways th� human side of man's
r�latlonshlp with God is crsated and developed. Prayer,
meditation, r�fl�ctiv� thinking, and the revaluation of
^^eanle and Woodward, 0�. cit., p. 264.
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habits, attitudes, and purposes, all in the presence of God,
bring solaoe, tonic, and a chaHaoge for living.
A true worshipper is honest and sincere, and earnest
In hia quest for truth, There can be no dodging, evasion,
or deceit when worship is genuine, "Real worship then in
volves facing oneself in his relationships with others and
with 0od.�2^ Through worship insight is gained into oneself,
his relationships with God and with o�aers, "To worship God
leads us to be like Ood and obey His will,"^� There is no
better atmosphere in which to come to an understanding of
the ptxrpose of God for one's life. In worship there is an
(Altering into fellowship with God, and there ar� fruits as
a result of that rolationship . It is a growth exp�ri�no�.
H�al Christian worship results in a gr�at�r capacity for
relationships with God and with one's fellow laen on the basis
of faith and love.
The growth and developm^t of personality oannot take
place in a healthy manner through constant seeking of ex-
teamalsj it is essential to take t�m out to become ac
quaints with the inner self and subjectively relate Idxe
facets of life. She exercise of worship Is invaluable to
Carroll A, Mae, Psychiatry and t^ Bible {H�w
York: Harper and Brothors , 1956 j , p . l4fe .
^�Oharl�s L. Allan, God's Psychiatry (Westwood, How
Jersey: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1955), p. 48.
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mlad and spirit. Oanuine worship is a healthy activity,
wherever or whenever it takes place. Worship contributes to
objectivity, teachability and coordinates the energies of
body, mind, and spirit into one coHmon ideal and purpose.
Thus worship promotes that balance of life which is essential
to health .2'''
VI . PRMOim?G
Preaching is related to mental health by the using of
real psychological facts to help demonstrate Ghrlstian truth.
Throng good preaching Insight Is gained into such things as
the nature of love and of hostility. Th� preacher's sermons
should touch life' s probl^s� They should be down to earth
and practical, not just theological aM philoso5*tloal�
Through preaching the minister presets positive resources
for living th� Ohristian life. H� seeks to advance the
spiritual aM mwital health of his congregation.
If the preacher will talk In tenns of ev�i*yday
feelings, attitudes, habits aM aspirations, commonplac�
life situations, and faMliar Biblical scenes rather
than in tecimlcel formulations of a theological or
psychological natur�, he oan accomplish a groat deal
to h�lp his people to b�tt�r und�rstandlng of th�ms�lv�a
and better adjustment to each other .28
Th� preacher can develop a manner and method of
B� Eavay, Principles of Mental Health for Chris
tian LlvlJgig (Chicago! Moody Press7~l956), p. &66,
^�R�Hinie and Woodward, o�. cit . . pp. 262-263.
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preaching whloh glvos pooplo the feeling that they are under
stood , His xnessages nnist always be slnoere, honest, and
Biblical, People want to know about God, about human life,
and partloularly how their own lives oan beooiro more meaning
ful and secux>e*
Preaching has tremendous possibilities if It is life-
cantered and Biblical, Insight and strength are likely to
be found when lif� problems ar� dealt with in preaching.
Tru� Biblical preaching exposes error and sin and motlvatas
confession. Likewise, preaching on the great promiaes in th�
Vord brings assurance and reassurance. Furthermore, true
preaching inspires and nurt\jr�s faith in God, faith in
onosslf and faith in others.
CHAPTER VI
THE OOHTRIBHTIOH OP THE CHRISTIAH HOME
TO MMTAL HEALTH
Slno� th� family is th� ppisiary institution for fos-
t�ring rasntal hoalth, a Christian atauaspher� of lov� and
hanaoay and unity in th� hom� promotes principles on which
to creat� and sustain mental hoiGLth* Th� home has th� �arli-
�st and most oonstant �ff�ct on basic beliefs, personality
development, and on the formation of lifetime patterns of
behavior*
I. lEJTAL HEALTH AS A FAMILY AFFAIR
Mental hoalth is truly a family affair. It begins in
childhood. Childhood is a tim� for growing, learning, and
enormous curiosity. The child can develop best in an envi
ronment where relatione betw��n children and parents ar�
happy aikl relaxed, m spit� of ups and downs of daily life,
he feels seciire and happy whan the horn� atamospher� is �mo-
tionally good. Psa-ents who und�rstand th�ir children and
their needs can help them grow up to be secure, happy and
healthy* Parents should try to balance th� fr�edom th�y giv�
th�ir children with an equal amount of responsibility;
cherish them without being possessive.
Th� prlmry goals of mental health in family living
ar� (1) th� establishment of a basic sense of well-being
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and security and (2) th� progressive d�v�lopisiont of all
tho natural endowments and interests of children so that
thoy can understand, accept, integrate, and use them
with increasing satisfaction and social competence. To
insure such growth, th� following secondary goals ar�
likewis� essentials (3) the consistent development of
self-confidence and a genuine sense of adequacy | (4) the
d�v�lopment of sociability and habits of cooperation
i*iich enabl� ohildran to enter into give-and-take of
family life and prepare th�m to participate effectively
in work, play, and oltla^ship* (5) th� �motional and
psyolw-scxual mturing which is necessary for mental
health and for aueoossful isarriag� and parsnthood.*
Paronts hav� th� gi^tic task of halplng th�ir chil
dren to meet the r�aliti�s of lif�. Th� discipline of chil
dren without thorn suffering fear, repression or ridicule is
not �asy� But <!Jhildr�n who ar� ready to assume r�sponsibil-
ity must also be willing to control themselves. Children
cannot be just told to b� this way or that. They must b�
shown. Parontal exampl� and guidance ar� necessary to build
up self*confid�Ree in children. Th� ideal family functions
as a unit for th� coaaaon good, for th� nurture and maturity
of the individual m�nb�rs.
II . TES XmimB GOlfTRIBaTIOS OF CBRISTIANITy
TS HE'S HOME
How a child is taught to view God makas a diff�r�nce
not only in worship, but also in values and in facing and
resolving eonfliot situations. A child's basic needs ar�
"'�Paul Kavas, The Ctoaroh and Mental Health (Hew York:
Charles Scribner's Sons,~T^SFT, p. 132.
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more likely to be i�t In tbe environment of a Christian home
than In the non�0hrl8tlan,
W, I, Thomas discovered four basic drives in the
human personality. He called these tSxe "four wishes". These
wishes are sectirity, response, recogaltlon, and new experience.
Ssourity is the need for the wherewithal to siq>port life. The
wish for response gppows from the need of all people for
affiliation, the desire to love and to be loved. This oannot
be omitted without devastating consequences for the personal
ity. Recogniticm is simplj the need everyone has to be
respected and recognized by others as a person of worth and
value. The wish for new experienee grows out of man's al
most innate ability to become easily bored. There is pro
vision in the Christian religion and within the oonfines of
tho Christian home for the satisfying of these basic wishes.
Furthermore, thes� innate four wishes serve as soil for th�
Ghrlstian llf� of an individual. Th� basic ne�d for seetarity
and love is most likely to b� m�t in th� Ctoistian. Chris
tian stewardship dsmands that a father provld� food, 8h�lt�r,
and clothing for his family. Christian teaching presents a
heavenly Father #10 cares for and parovldes for His own.
This kind of faith brings a sens� of g�cxirity to even th�
very small child. The wish for response is particularly
prominent In the Christian religion. The idea that "God is
lov�" and th� r�ligious e:^�ri�nc� of love between man and
Sod helps to meet his need fop response. There is no doubt
that the wish for response often sends the Christian person
to the Divine source for satisfaction of his need. Even
more Implicitly Involved with the satisfactions Christianity
has to offer are the wishes for recognition and new �3q?er-
lence. The Bible teaches the priesthood of all believers.
There is emphasis on the value of an individual in the sight
of Ood. There is recognition of value and personal worth by
Christians amongst one another. Like its satisfaction of
the other wishes, Christianity fulfills the need for new
e:^erlence with peculiar intensity and fxillness. The cast
ing of oneself by faith upon the ii�rcy of Christ provides a
radically new experience for the Ohristian believer. Fiu?-
thermore, the genuine Ohristian life is not static. There
is a growing and new helots of devotion to be reached. The
weekly worship services of the i^urdi provide for new and
renewed experiences in the Christian faith. Then the times
of revival or evangelistic meetings provide more profotmd
and exciting spiritual experiences. Thus, the growing child
will iBost likely have his four basic needs met in a Christian
environment. His desire for security, response, recognition
and new experience will be met within ths atmosphere and en
vironment of the Christian home and its outreach,^ A har-
Walter Clark, The Psycho Ioct of Religion (Hew Yorkj
The Macmlllan Oonpany,"1^58 ) , pp , 67-^,
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monious Ohristian hoao In which to grow up In Is the best
preparation that young people can have for marriage and es
tablishing their own family, fmH Maves has aptly said,
. � religious faith Is made up very much of the stuff of
dally ei^erl^ce in the family. "25
Christian education is interested in th� spiritual,
mental, physioal, and �motlcmal health of youth and adults.
In th� Christian home, ohildran receive religious education
by precept and example. Christian education so given in the
htno�, oannot be coiiQ}letely r�c�ived or matched elsewhere.
The home and the church oo-operate in Christian education.
Christian education is interostsd in �very aspeot of family
life. It seeks to guide so that children ar� brought up in
homes whor� th� emotional climate is p�rm�at�d with basic
trust, C(mfldenc�, and beliaf in th� worthwhlleness of llfo.
The child's long dependency in the home offers opportunity
for such teacMng. Aw�, rospsct, and reverence may well be
eaught from parents who have a genuin� spiritual lif�.
"Through fadth In God, worship of th� Saviour, and obedience
to Him as Lord, the family, as well as the individual Chris
tian, finds msntal health,"*
Maves, 0�. cit.. p, 147,
%*anKLln P. Ellis, "The Answer to Mental Health"
Child Evangalism. XV (February, 1956), p. 8.
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Christian influence begins in the hoae with the child
and parents feeling a coiHQK>n fellowship that transcends mere
ctiltural reqiiireiaent or social function. This Ohristian
spirit may be fed by additional resources outside the home
until it beoomes rooted in th� individual. The person who
will lot his own roligious pMlosopb^ become a part of his
total integration will be able to establish scrnie firm roots
of Christian character as he leaves the family circle to xa&k�
his own way in life. But before such Christian influence
can take root it must b� nourishod in th� home, Th� trust
that a child iaiplicitly puts in a loving parent must in tho
process of maturation be placed In others. It is easier for
th� ohild who has been reared in a hom� of faith and trust
to accept th� p�rson of God as a loving, hoavenly Fathar in
whom he can trust and believe. This confidence in and reli
ance upon God sees the individual through when relatives exiA
friends fail to meet expectations. The ohild early develops
a feeling of security when a parent is loving. The ohild
grows up to be secur� wh�n th� parents interpret God as
loving above and beyond human ability where parents may not
5
be abl� to maintain a loving relationship,''
m conclusion, it can be affirmed that the Christian
%�ith W, Eeidel, "Religious Influences for Mental
Health," Tb^ Journal of Pastoral care. XI (Spring, 1957),
pp, 20-24,
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home teaohea and promotea moatal hoalth by the following
Ghpistian attitiideai (1) an acceptance of self, with the
inclusion of God's acceptance of the individxial with all his
potentials as well as his limitations; (2) A view that one's
own self and fellowmen may be at fault for God has required
no man to be so extresMly porfectionistlc as to become a god
unto himself; (3) A belief and confidence that man's organism
and world are planned by a loving God; (4) an assertion, that
in spite of the fluctuations of human endeavors and social
customs, certain basic tjmtha remain, these truths being
perpetuated and Interpreted by organized Ohristianlty� With
in the Ohristian family there is a common loyalty to a
SupreiM Being beyond human limitations* When Christian in
fluences are endorsed by the family, sound mental health
principles are asstired for those who desire the more abundant
life as taught by the Christian gospel,�
Ibid., p. 24.
CHAPfER VII
TBE OOOTRIBaTION OP THE CHRISTIAN CH0RCH
TO MMTAL HEALTH
Beyond the hoiae. It is the special calling cf a
Christian congregation to provide a health-proiaoting spir
itual environment* Christian �j:p�rienc� in the fellowship
of the ClHfistian church strongti^na family living, promotas
growth in faith, and character and provides a form of in
struct ion in the principles of healthy living.
The aim of awntal hygiene as fostsred by th� Church
is the progressive and relativoly unint�rrupt�d d�v�lop�'
msnt of personality throxigh the surrounding of th� indi
vidual with wholesome formative influences, th� inculca
tion of propor standards of conduct, the growth of
creative religious attitudes, and the correction of moral
and mental defects in their incipient stages. Its fxinc-
tion is largely preventive
pr�v�ntiv� masxires for mental hsalth play an irgjortant rol�
in society. Here th� teachings of th� Christian church mke
a definite contribution. "In th� fellowship of th� church
there is refug� from the world of change, relief fj?om loneli
ness, and support and eonpanionship in th� quest for higher
things."^ The Churoh provides an atmospher� wh�re a man can
^Karl R. Stolz, Tfc� Psychology of Religious Living
(Hashvillej Cokesbury Press, 19S7J, p. 321.
%hlt� House Gonferenc� R�port, "Religion As An Aid
to Healthy Personality," Pastoral Psychology (October, 1952),
p. 37.
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find hinmelf . His average life is occupied with a bewilder
ing ntimber of things from early morning until late at night.
I. THE REGEmATINQ AHD REHEWIHO VALUE
m THE C3IURCH PROGRAM
For edsiost everyone, the preoccupation and routine of
life, in spite of its distressing multiplicity, has a kind
of unity of pattern. All these many things seem necessary
if a man is to come to each evening sufficiently fed, clothed,
housed, entertained, and tired enough to call it a day. Yet
if a man tries to do too much, it may mean that he will do
too little. There seems to be a deep need in man to take
time out to analyze and appreciate discriminately what ho
does. "Be still" said the Psalmist. The church offers a
place of stillness where the too much distracted, too noisy
and clattering self can periodically quiet down, laiaic is
great balm to the soul and mlnd.^
The Inish of silent prayer enables th� self to gather
Itself to Itself; to find meanings and depths in life
and tn things forgottwij to feel joined with others in
sensing mystery, an obligation, and a faith too deep to
eapress in words.
Suoh times of silence ar� times idien w� hav� a chance
to be Ibosed into affaction. Too much noise; too many
voices I too many suggestions and counter suggestions;
too many calls to do fills and that, aH tend to put
A. Overstreet, The Great ^terprlse {N�w York:
Abingdon�0ok�abu3?y Prssa, IS'SS), p. 19^.
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edglness Into llfo. To be still Is to give ourselves
the ohanoe to recover kinship and friendliness.
We can, to be sure, experience such stillness by our
selves | but there Is soanethlng about experiencing It
with others than adds a dimension�all of us there,
smll and humble and silent before the Ineffable.
Out of th� stillness the vole� of th� minister can
fittingly come to remind us of things w� tend to forget.
W� call these the things that give meaning, wondor, and
outroach to llf�, that r�move our littleness, and that
mak� us strong with th� binding power of lov�. To lov�
Qod is to lov� thes�. To love Ck>d is to lov� Immeasur
ably life that creates and sustains us, and within which
w� In turn ca?�at� and sustain
II. THE OHORCH�S CONCERN PGR THE WELPARE
<F THE WHOLE MAH
While th� Church's mission Is primarily spiritual,
still there is conoera for th� w�lfar� of th� whol� man.
helping Individuals to get right with Ood and ri^t with
their fellowmen, the church promotes mental and emotional
haalth.
Religious meditation is on� of tim most potent
correctives for the tricks that human nature plays on
Itself. It h�lps on� to aohlev� harmony with th�
infinite throTo^ relaxation, th� �xpostir� of th� per
sonality to God, and the disintorestod adoration of
God^
The sorvices of th� church and th� worship exp�ri�nc� pro
vide this opportunity for rostoring and renewing th� inn�r
*Ibld., p. 190.
^Karl R. Stolz, Tricks Our Minds Play On Hs (Hashvlll�:
Cok�sbia?y Press, 1939), p. ^49.
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man. Tla� central poirpose of worship and quiet meditation
oonslats of open receptivity, holy awe, the conficlousneos of
the moral sublimity of God, of security and forgiveness
found in God.
Go to ehureSa to worship and commune with God and Els
people. Let the music rest or inspire our spirits; let
the prayers uplift our souls to feel the presence of
God; let th� words of Ecriptur� be a message to �ach of
us; find s<Ka�thlng In the ssriaon that will h�lp, L�t
th� problems and troubles of th� w��k be lain asid�, let
th�m "slBEaer", and even if there be times when none of
th� formal parts of th� church program prov� h�lpful,
let us turn our thoughts to God and open minds and hearts
to Him, think on Eixa, rest in Him.�
III. THE FELLOWSHIP AHD REFUGE HiOVIDED BST THE CHURCH
Th� local church presents a followship with a mor�
intinmt� s�ns� of bolonging than any other organization
outside th� family. An understanding of Christian exp�ri�no�
can b� d�v�lop�d that goes b�n�ath th� �xt�mals of roligious
cast�, class, and er��d. It is th� inner appropriation of
Oarlstlan truth whereby men find access to and understanding
of �ach other by reason of thoir personal relationship to
Ood. In �ss�nc�, healthy Christianity binds peopl� tog�th�r
in suoh a way that their individuality is enabled both to b�
r�allz�d and to b� consecrated to th� total community of
relationships to vfeich thoy b�long. This is a rallglon of
^James D. Yaxi Buskirk, "Religion, Healing, and Health"
(Book Condensation), RellKlon and Health. I CJ^ly, 1952),
p, 62,
1X5
Biattir� and paaponsibiXe relatedneaa, vMoh doae not Interppot
disdain for poopls as th� �all of God to withdraw from or
attack othor poopl�.''
Christian faith ineludss th� de�p�nlng and �nlarglng
of a trustworthy rolationship b�tw��n p�rsons. A ChristiMi
psrson trusts his llf� to a oroatlv� r�latlonshlp with God
as th� ultiaaat� souro� of valuas. In the sseurlty of this
relationship th� Christian is in a h�tt�r position to roallz�
his inner aim. He will hav� mor� courage to �xoreis� his
ersative potontlalltias in th� fac� of anxiaty, th� thr�at
of moanlnglesmess, and tragic separation of death, m this
kind of relatedness a Christian person can accept the for-
giVMiess of God and his fellowmen in spit� of the guilt and
condomiatlon ho fe�ls in view of his failures. His self-
aff IriMttlon is encouraged by th� value that God places on a
parson. TJphsld by a sustaining rslationship to a higher
pow�r, th� Christian can communloat� his feelings and s��k
mor� productively to fulfill his personal and community
life.�
Personal fellowship with God naturally brings about a
fellowship of Christian believers. Christian fellowship is
Wayne Gates, "Religious Factors in Mental Illness,"
(Book Condensation) Religion and Health. IV (June, 1955),
pp. 60-61.
�Paul E, Johnson, Personality and Religion (How York:
Abingdon Press, 1957), p.
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very helpful. The very nature of it has brought together the
eeak, sinful, and needy persons. Awareness of their needs
has brou^t men to Qod in Christ.
Our very belonging to ths ehurch is a confession of
ow need for each other's help in dealing with the
stresses and strains, the stumblings and fallings, the
accidents and the dark difficulties that we cannot under
stand or accept. Therefore, the confession of need for
help on any particular problem should never set us apart
or cause us to feel different from our fellow human
beings, and especially "those who are of the household
of faith".*
Healthy Ohristian i*eligion binds people together in such a
way that their individixal ity can be realized and at the same
time oonseorated to the total cosnmnity of relationships to
irtiioh they belong.
IV* THE MIHISTER AS A FIGURE FOR HELP AHD
A OOUHSELOR FOR EVERTOAY PROBLEMS
Bj virtue of their position and function, ministers
oan contribute much towards mental health. The attitude of
truatfulness extended toward the minister places him in a
tiniquo position to help troubled people. The very fact that
he is a minister has some advantage- A minister, who is
adequate, so stimulates pei'sons that they discover and define
their needs, helps them to face unpalatable facts with Intel
ligent courage, and acquire or devise techniques for the
\ayne Oates, Where to Go For Help { Philadelphia j
The Westminister Press, 195T7, p� 9*
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Bjastepy of orlses whloh have developed In the coiirse of
their lives*
The pastor Is oalled upon to deal with many persons
having a variety of problems. He encounters people who have
oompulslons, conflicts, tensions, and fears which restrict
the developaaent of the life of faith. Ifiien the pastor
atteu^its to remove these barriers, he very definitely pro
motes mwatal health. However, pastoral care is essentially
a ministry of the Word of Ood and its claims upon a life,
Tim aim of pastoral work is to bring people Into a right
relationship with God through fellowship with Christ the Son
and to establish people in that relationship. There is hope
that taental health will be an indirect but real secondary
b^efit eonsequent upon the achievement of the primary goal
shich is spiritual. Spiritual health must always be the
pastor's primary concern and psychic or mental health a
vital secondary objective. "In view of religion's concern
with pffpirma? and social goals and with tjltimate and time-tested
values, the minister is in a position to help people develop
a sound philosophy of life and to strengthen their sense of
security The minister utilizes the means of the Gospel
and prayer to convey a message of forgiveness of sins and
^%hoiMis Ronnie and L* E. Woodward, Mental Health in
Modem Society (Hew York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1948),
p, 2'4l.
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enooiipagement In eanetlfieatlon.
The p&stor la "a Bdnlater of spiritual reoonoillation,
and his oalltng requires hija to enter into the lives of hia
people, both to share their heartaohes and appreciate their
deepest needs and aspirations."^ In his visits he makes a
pastoral call, rather than a social call, and endeavors to
msUce a contribution to the person's spiritual �ell�being
whether he is well or sick otherwise. As he relates the
person to God fears may be calmed and worries lessened. Per
God has made man to live at full capacity in total commit
ment to Him.
Christian ministers have three Ixsrportant opportuni
ties of service in promoting good health. They have an
obligation to minister to the sick, to teach a Christian
phllosopby of sickness and health, and through the various
ministries of the church aid in the prevention of sickness.
The first practical task for the Christian minister is that
of teaching a sotind theology of sickness and health. He mat
make use of all possible light from the Bible. To do his
best work in this plmse of the ministry, the pastor must
have had psychological studies during his training for ths
ministry.
^1 Johannes Plekker, "Psychology and Pastoral Care,"
Christianity Today. IV fHovember 9, 1959), p, 7.
X17
It has been eatlatated that nine tenths of religion's
eontrlbutlon to health Is preventive. The pastor has an
iaportant responsibility and opporttmlty to prevent sick
ness through the promotion of good health. This he does
in part as he goes about the discharge of his normal
pastoral responsibilities.
In so far as his ministry results In leading people
to replace hate and anger with love, and fear with faith,
he thereby Is God's Instrument in removing fertile
soxirces of sickness. In so far as he persuades persons
to confess their sin and guilt, to repent, and to depend
upon the ^ace of God for spiritual and physioal health,
his ministry has therapeutic value . In so far as he
teaches people to be still and know that God is the Lord,
to relax themselves In C3od's presence until their
strength be renewed (Isaiah 40!31; Acts lt4, 8), he also
guides his people into mental attitudes conducive to
the elimination of tension and the increase of divine
vitality, m so far as he encourages md guides his
people in their prayer life, he helps them unblock the
channel through which God gives His blessings. 12
Th� minister contributes to the climate of health.
With his diverse functions in r�gaa?d to his parish and to
the oonmiunlty as a whol�, he becomes a community caretaker
many times over. The mlnl8t�r is a person to whom many
psople turn whon faced with personal or family crises. Fur
thermore, he has more or less routinized contacts with people
at Important choice points In their lives. For example, h�
confronts them with the importano� of Christian coxrmiitment}
he may perform th� marital ties; h� is likely to be pr�8ent
when people ar� raplanning their lives at times of bereave
ment, and th� Ilk�. Also, tho minister is the carrier of
^%a^e H. Boggs, "Faith Healing and th� Christian
Faith," Pulpit Digast. XXXIX (S�pt�mb�r, 1958), 44-46.
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lupoirtant ideas and ideals, which he lntea?prets to his con-
gpegation in a way he hopes will have a useful impact on
their lives. He is the administrative head of the local
ehurch which has the potential of B^eting many of the is^por-
tant needs of hla congregation. Ths church functions to
provide for religious education, spiritual uplift, fellow
ship, and mutual support for peopl� of like interests, ago,
or sooial status. The minister has a broad outreach because
he is ofton sought out by community groups for help and
advice regarding sooial and other problems of a cofflminity-
wlde natur�.-^^
m th� last analysis th� office of the minister
exists to help man achieve and maintain his most fundamental
and significant rolationship, his bond with his Makorj to
help man to b� what Qod mad� him and wants him to b� in this
lif� upon �arth. Thus, Ohristian concepts of mental health
and porsonality �fliol�n�ss ar� bound up with Ood-r�lat�dn�ss .
So ministors, bscaus� of th�ir uniqu� relation to society
and to God, make a distlnctlv� contribution to th� health
and welfare of any oonmainlty.
V. THE VALUE OF THE EDUOATIOHAL FUNGTIOH
OP TEE CHtmCH TO MEHTAL HEALTH
�^Donald 0. Klein, "The Minister and Mental Health: An
Evaluation," The Journal of Pastoral Care. XIII (Winter, 1959),
p. 250.
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Tha ohureh ov^t to be a mental-spiritual health
center. Christian faith provides social as well as cosmic
support to moral endeavor. The institution of the church
and of all Christian organizations bring support and nurture
to those who choose the new way of life and moral endeavor,
Christianity has some primary explanations for the problenas
of evil and these have aided men in their efforts to maintain
sanity and poise in the midst of adversity.
The church and th� pastor give Christian guidance.
Guidance ia thought to be educational or informational,
giving faots as a basis for decision. The term "Christian"
as used here Includes a set of b�ll�fs, �thleal values, and
moral goals which issue from a transformed heart and mind,
Th� spiritual notrrishment needed for adequate mental and
physioal health calls for a constant renewing of faith, hope,
and lov�. Thes� inn�r r�Bourc�s ar� malntainad and sustainad
through prayor, appropriat� worship, Bibl� r�adlng, preaching,
et cetera. This is the program of the church, PurthermOTe,
the church encoxirages and teaches the home to develop and
use these spiritual resources. The activity program of the
ehurch 8��ks to translat� Christian thaory into practice.
Christian education and Christian experience greatly
influence one�s beliefs and philosophy of life. These in
turn will have a bearing on mental h�alth.
Th� kind of re8p�ot on� has for himself and for all
other roen} the kind of morale engendered when fidelity
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to Justloo and huraaneness may involve iaoonvenianoo,
porsooufcion or death; the kind of worship and fellowship
of which one is capable; th� kind of inner flrEn�s8 with
which one may meet anxiety and tragedy�all of thes�
psychologically important factors are profoundly affected
by whe^er one regards human lif� as a cosmic accident or
as an integral part of a providantial ordar.^*
Ho vorsion of the CTtoistian faith regards man's condition as
th� r�st]ltant of pttrely �xtra-human forces; man always has a
hand in making himself ishat h� is and what h� shall bscomo.
How�v�r, th� ch\a?ch as an institution of God is lnt�r�st�d
in helping man to help himself. The Church offers a spirlttial
enviroiMaent herein a man may find himself by finding a per
sonal relationship with God. Purth�3fmor� , the church program
seeks to nurture and mature this rslationship to Ood. Th�
ohureh provides opporttinltlos for action aM sorvic� �faich
develop a healthy spiritual personality. Throu^ the ages
th� Oln'lstian religion has given p�opla a way of rwaoving
their xmhealthy feelings, �spscially hatred and guilt, and
to restore a sense of rightness. How true it is that health
giving forces can b� found in spiritual aivlronment, nour
ishment, and ovorcoming hindrances. Th� special calling,
privilege, and the responsibility of the church is to pro
mote the principles of hygienic living through transformed
lives. These principles ar� Inlwrent Sn the faith that th�
Christian church proclaims. Th� Christian �ducation glv�n
�"�^Paul B. Maves, �ditor, Ihe Church and Kcntal Haalth
(Haw York: Charles Scribner's Sons, l&SS), p, 2^.
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through the clniroh prograra la on a hl^ moral and ethical
level �
VI, ffiS UNIQSE POSITION OP THE OHEJRCH IN
COIIMUHITy MSaiTAL HEALTH
The church has a definite place In the educational
program to remove the stig^oa and shame attached to those vho
become mentally ill and to their families. The Christian
religion teaches a man to have \anderstandlng and sympathy
and co^asslon for his brother no matter nflaat his sioloiess
or misfortune. l!any denominations encourage the showing of
mental health films in the lurches. Christian psychologists
and psychiatrists ar� invited to locture on occasions. Th�
ehurch assxaaes special responsibility to those who are
mentally 111, Th� ministry of Christian love, reconcilia
tion, and acceptance goes far in supporting th� disturbed
person, Th� churCh has minist�r�d to sick souls in such a
way as to bring support, succor and salvation to millions of
parsons .
Purthsrmore, th� church co-operates with all th�
other healing and health supporting agencies. Th� pastor
and th� church work with hospitals, social and welfar�
ag�nclea, and clinics, as well as individual psychiatrists,
and psychologists, Som� churches have a more extensive and
Intenslv� program of mental health than othors. A good
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ohureh program for mental health adds up to fottr things.
(1) A practical philosophy for Christian living at
all ages from early childhood throughout the entire life
apan. The emphasis and major content of education and
of sooial fellowship build very natxirally from age to
age. The ii^ortant thing is that the program be made
practical at all stages and serve the real needs of the
learners, participants, or worshippers. (2) The program
must make for healthy self"acceptance , including th�
acceptance of negative features of personality make-up
and provide opportunities for people to take on increas
ing sooial raaponslbllitioB and carry them through with
satisfaction and a sense of accon^lislmient . . , . (S)
The Church program should constitute a genuine fellow
ship of believers liao hav� similar goals in life.
Id�ally, th� f�llowship should b� a amny-sidad one,
including opportunities for learning, for worishii^ for
social participation, for practical usefulness to thos�
with whom laambors ar� closely associated and also othsrs
to wixim they are r�lat�d only in CJhristlan service.
(4) The total program of the Church shoxild contribute
toward a healthier society in its comaunity, national
and international aspects . �
Mental health, from a Christian viewpoint, both
contributes to and issues from the int�r-r�lationship be
tween th� individual, coraasunlty, and God. The basis of this
relationship is faith, hop� and love. But th� greatest of
thos� is love, Th� wholeness which is received as a gift of
God is commensurate with th� n^ioleness of s�If-giving.
Cfbvlously, th� springs of character and creative living,
which lie in part below conscious �fforts, must be trans-
form�d or renewed through th� power of God in Christ. CMly
then can the total self, as integrated and xxnified, be
carried into the man-to-God relationship and likewise, be
3-5ibid., p. 156-157.
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xaanifested in a juan-to-man relationship* Shristian living
fostered and guided throiigh the chui^h contributes to mental
health individually and. collectively. The Church offers the
saving grace of Christ which releases disordered personality,
Inward turmoil, and sooial maladjustment, Tl^ intimate
fellowship of the chvircb provides a wholesome atmosphere for
emotional jSaturing and mental health.
^^Ibid . , p. 28,
CHAPTER VIII
SUBOSARY AM) COHCLUSIOKS
I. SUm'TART
Each individual is the Bxm total of what he was bom
with, plus everything that has happened to hia up to the
present moment* He is the product of his inheritance,
cultviral baekground, environment, the personality of his
parents and others, school influences, religious influences,
the morals and customs in mfcloh he lives*
It is true that what he is up to puberty has been
largely beyond his control. The past cannot be relived, but
the prsscmt can bo modified and real iH?>rovement can be
realized in the future*
Mental virility is the result of the maturity gained
from th� mteor conflicts of life. If a person knows how to
use his mental abilities in ndnor oonfliets, h� will b� able
to fac� th� crisis situations with confidence. This con
fidence Is energized and enhanced by a personal faith in
God.
The Ctoistian has a constant friend, cou^anion, and
guide to help him along life's way and through th� difficult
situations, Th� quest for peace of mind or what may be
called good mental health is universal. Th� Bibl� v�rifi�s
th� unrsst of th� natural man In his unredeemed state. This
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peaoe of adnd can only com� a� the result of oertain internal
<Ittalities and external circumstanoes .
Aside from an ultimate faith in th� goodness of God
and his fatherly care for an individual who commits him
self t� Qod, there is no absolute security in our kind of
a world, , . . It helps a lot to realize that there is
no absolut� sscurity in lif� unless you can find that
security in something greater than yowself�In God.^
The f��llng of p�rsonal security is a vital �l�ment in main
taining mantal health. God is on th� side of health and
h�aling, Th� Christian religion is on� of th� most valuabl�
and potont influmoes available for producing hamony and
poac� of mind, and confidenc� of soul. Sociologists confirm
that religion is the core of civilization and th� mainspring
of moral valuos, on� of the prime integrative forces in
society.
Th� spiritual �nvironmant necessary for mental health
in its fiLLlest sense is that of Christian lov� and f�llow3hip
of th� Spirit. "Effective application of the basic princ
iples of mental health calls for a deep and abiding r�sp�ct
for all human beings, regardless of their condition. "^ Th�
Christian, mor� tban anyone else, cr�at�s and maintains this
kind of respsct for all human beings. The Christian way of
lif� is not something morbid within th� spirit and intro-
%erbert W. Hans�n, Goroon Sens� Mylng (Now York:
Abin^on-Gokesbury Press, 194"? ), pp .
'
' 9fe-SS'"r
^"Mental Health," The aacyclopedia Americana (1960 �d.),
XVIII, 645.
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v�rtive in natxire. "It is & way of active endeavor within
the wide fellowship of a Kingdom wherein are grace, collec
tive virtues, corporate guidance and empowerment, plan, pur
pose, and vision for the life of man as man."^
CSiristian living at its best wins others ty the
gracious attractiveness of example , by mastery of th� self
life, by the radiance of sheer goodness, gentleness, and
love�by the persuasion of a Ohrist-lik� character and by
the vei�y loving-klMness of Qod refl�ct�d in th� Christian's
words and ways.* Man cannot get away from other persons.
H� is born into a family, has brothors and aistors, friends,
teachers, neighbors and a host of other acquaintances. With
all these he develops relationships, and these relationships
affect both him and othors for b�tt�r or for worse.
Furthermore, a man cannot get away from God. H� may
think he can and in trying to so deceive himself that he
thinks he has gotteaa away, but he cannot �soap� from the
fundamental Reality that has created, undergirds and sustains
all of life.
In his fear h� may turn and run only to be swallowod
up by th� v�ry fear by which he Is being driven; in his
rebellion he may assert his omnipotence and supremacy
*John Martin, From Failure to Fulfillment (Hew York:
The Macmlllan Gompany7T:5"48}, pp. Ii"8-149,
*Slmon Donlger, Religion and Human Behavior (Hew York:
Harper and Brothers, 1956}, p. 2.
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and project himself Into the place of God, aalj to find
himself defeated by his own rebellion j or In love he may
respond with an attitude of trust through which he feels
a deep sense of kinship with the Ultimate Source of his
being.5
The Christian's relationship to God, to himself and to his
group, his concept of right and wrong, and his Interpretation
of God's purpose for his life all oontribute to the Integra
tion and well-being of his personality. Paul E, Adolph has
well stated ? * that Christianity, conscl^tlously applied
to the emotional tension probleias of our era, offers oossplote
and satisfactory solution, not only to these tensions, but
also to the disease symptoms whloh they so often produce."�
A person may become sick in relation to himself as one who
feels guilty about his need for love. He may have a sick
relationship with others, illustrated by fear and withdrawal.
A person's relation to God may be sick, as he feels guilty
and condemned before God. When a man is sick in one of these
relationships, he is likely to be sick in others or in all
of them, m fact, his total personality is likely to suffer
even though he becomes ill only in one area.' The Gospels
indicate a vital relationship between physical, mental and
Carroll Wise, Psychiatry and the Bible (Hew York:
Association Press, 1954), p. 69.
^Paul E. Adolph, Health Shall Spring Forth {Chicago:
Moody Press, 1956), p. iTl
"^Wlse, o�. cit., p. S.
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religious or spiritual healtai. Christian faith operates
powerfully, not only as a cvtrativ� force but also as a pre
ventive medicine, Ohrlstlanity is even more irtrpressiv� in
its power to prevent moral and mental disaster, than in its
power to rescue and reclaim. Some have estimated that about
nine-tenths of Christianity's contribution to health is
preventive.
A vital Christian faith oan integrate the contradic
tory Impulses of life into the ongoing purpose of Christian
devotion�to live for and glorify God, Unless there is a
vital personal relationship to th� Almighty, many spiritual
hindrances, to health cannot be ov�rcome. This is bocaua�
tactions ar� littl� influ�nc�d by r�ason in many instances.
Such things as resentment against God or against people,
greed, fear, Jaalousy, grisf , th� sens� of frustration,
futility, or dsspair, need more than psychological or
medi
cal help in order to resolve them. "Th� tru� secret
of
mental health is being right with God through His Son Jesus
Christ. "S Christian faith is no guarantee of a healthy body;
but it does help men to mak� and k��p th�lr bodios
more fit
than th�y would othorwis� be. Christian
faith gives a ksener
oonsolonc� to follow th� rules of health
and th� laws of God
for man's good.
%ranklln F. Ellis, "Th� Anaw�r to Montal Health,"
Ghlld Evangelism. X7 (January, 1956), 9.
II, COHCLtlSIOHS
1B9
It Is the opinion of this author that many oases of
mental and emotional breakdown oould be prevented if children
and teen-agers were trained in Ohristian principles and
practice. So many men and women drift throu^ lif� without
a sense of unity of existence and a high reason or piu?po8e
for living. Their lives ar� rather aimless because they
have no moral or spiritual anchor. They continue on without
hope and without God in the world. Thore ia no haaraiony with
in, so cons�qu�ntly ther� can b� no hainnony without. Th�
world's probl�na ar� frustrating. The tansions of lif� ar�
ovorwhelming , Non-Christians may try to m��t th�s� by
attengjting to �vad� reality, to shield thomsslves from th�
facts of life, to deny and disbelieve. They falter and go
down tmder the strains and stresses of life because they
have no spiritual reserves. Ihen people ar� ti�d up in knots
within, will powor alone will not get th�m out of it.
&it th� one who will accept God as Lord of his lif�
and truly surrender to Him will be greatly ralieved of foars,
tansions, anxietios and frustrations. Amid th� tsnsions of
lif�, th� Christian finds rsfuge, relaxation, and rest in a
satisfying relationship to God. It is valid reasoning to
suppose that th� God who mad� man, has also rev�al�d th�
best way of life for Mm. To pxirsue God's way makes for
health of body, soul and spirit. The healthy and wall-
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balanced Chrlatlan has found a way of adaptation to life here
on earth, although he lives ajid moves and has his being in a
spiritual world. When he is weak, Christ can snake him strong.
If has conflicting impulses, emotions, and feelings, he
can find peace and victory by turning himself over to Christ
unconditionally and without reserve. If Clapist is dwelling
in th� heart by faith, then He is th� v�ry center and core
of being, and a balance in llf� can b� achl�v�d which is
la^>ossibl� without Him, When s�lf dominates a man, he is
always unbalanced. If God Is allowed to be th� cent�r, a
man's lif� will be characterized by pois�, self-control, self-
discipline, and contentment. He will not b� unduly elat�d
by success or cast down by failure.
Christian character expands Itself in th� acceptance
of reality, constructive independence of thought and action,
emotional stability, and the socialization of the personality.
Against th� steady growth of anxiety and emotional stress,
Christianity pits Its message of faith and hope, fh�
Christian church and individual Christians as wall are �n-
deavorlng to g�n�rate �nough of th� stability as well as the
healing stuff of life to not only maintain th� mental-
spiritual health of its adherents but also to r�l�ase it to
other more disturbed people. It does msike a difference what
men believe about Ood. God has made every provision for
man�mentally, spiritually and physically. It is up to man
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to expose hlmelt to God's botmtiful resowces by responding
to His gracious Invitation.
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